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Abstract: 
The overall goal of this study is to investigate the ecological distribution patterns, metabolic 

capabilities and physiological preferences of two yet uncultured bacterial phyla: The “Aminicinantes 
(previously called OP8) and the “Latescibacteria” (previously called WS3”). To this end, three 
different research projects were conducted. In the first project, we utilized 16S rRNA gene sequences 
available in public databases to explore the global patterns of abundance, diversity, and community 
structure of members of the “Aminicenantes”. Our analyses revealed that “Aminicenantes” exhibits 
highest levels of relative abundance in hydrocarbon-impacted environments, followed by marine 
habitats, and aquatic, non-marine habitats. Notable preferences of members of the  “Aminicenantes” to 
hypoxic/anoxic, as well as non-saline/low salinity habitats were also observed. Distinct patterns of 
“Aminicenantes” community structures were observed; and such patterns appear to be driven by 
habitat variations rather than prevalent environmental parameters. In the second project, a detailed 
genomic analysis and metabolic reconstruction effort was conducted to investigate the metabolic 
potential and ecological roles of four single cell derived genomes that belonging to the 
Latescibacteria”. Metabolic reconstruction suggested that these cells possess an anaerobic fermentative 
metabolism, as well as the capability to degrade multiple polysaccharides and glycoproteins that are 
components of green (Charophyta and Chlorophyta) and brown (Phaeophycaea) algae cell walls. 
Further, the analyzed genomes suggest the ability to produce bacterial microcompartment (BMC) to 
sequester toxic intermediate produced during fucose and rhamnose metabolism. As well, genes for the 
formation of gas vesicles, flagella, type IV pili, and oxidative stress response were also identified. In 
the third project, we investigated the pangenomic diversity of the candidate phylum “Latescibacteria” 
(WS3) in a wide range of metagenomic data sets using a fragment recruitment strategy. We identified 
68.9 Mb of “Latescibacteria”-affiliated contigs in publicly available metagenomic data sets comprising 
73,079 proteins. Metabolic reconstruction of this “Latescibacteria” metagenome suggests a prevalent 
saprophytic lifestyle in all “Latescibacteria” orders, with marked capacities for the degradation of 
proteins, lipids, and polysaccharides predominant in plant, bacterial, fungal/crustacean and eukaryotic 
algal cell walls. Interestingly, genes and domains suggestive of the production of a cellulosome were 
identified in genomic fragments recovered from four anoxic aquatic habitats; hence extending the 
cellulosomal production capabilities in Bacteria beyond the Gram-positive Firmicutes. In addition to 
fermentative pathways, a complete electron transport chain with the capacity to operate under high 
oxygen as well as low oxygen tension was identified in fragments recovered from oxygenated and 
partially/seasonally oxygenated aquatic habitats. Overall, this work expanded our knowledge regarding 
the ecology, physiology and metabolic capabilities of two yet-uncultured microbial phyla. 
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Preface  
During the last quarter century, culture-independent 16S rRNA gene diversity surveys 

have been extensively utilized to characterize microbial communities in a wide range of 

habitats. Collectively, these studies have demonstrated that the scope of phylogenetic 

diversity within the microbial world is much broader than previously implied by 

culturing-based approaches. Many of the recovered 16S rRNA gene sequences were 

phylogenetically unrelated to any known microbial phyla, hence necessitating coining the 

term candidate division, or candidate phylum (CP) to describe such sequences. 

Elucidating the metabolic capacities, physiological preferences, and ecological roles is 

one of the current grand challenges in microbial ecology. 

Fortunately, recent experimental and bioinformatics advantages are allowing for the 

recovery of genomes of these novel CP without the need for culture enrichment and 

isolation procedures. Two distinct approaches could be outlined here: single cell 

genomics and genome recovery from metagenomics datasets. In single cell genomics, 

microfluidics or flow cytometry is used to physically separate a single microbial cell into 

a sterile microcompartment. The cell is lysed, and its genome is subsequently amplified 

and sequenced. Using this approach, scientists at the Joint Genome Institute (Walnut 

Creek, CA) have managed to recover 201 distinct single cell genomes all of which belong 

to various groups of uncultured bacterial and archaeal phyla from nine diverse habitats 

(Rinke et al 2013) [1]. These seminal studies (and subsequent efforts building on it
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currently underway) represent a great step towards accessing the genomes of yet 

uncultured phyla. 

 An alternative approach to single cell genomics is utilizing various computational 

methods for genome recovery from metagenomics datasets. Two distinct genome 

recovery approaches could be highlighted here: fragment recruitment and genome-

resolved metagenomics. In fragment recruitment, a customized database composed of 

reference genomes of the organism of interest is used as a bait to map reads from 

different metagenomic datasets and then extracting the reads showing primary affiliation 

to the targeted organisms. Then, the recruited fragments are assessed using both 

phylogenetic based and sequence composition based approaches through investigating 

single copy marker genes, tetranucleotide signatures, codon usage and GC content. This 

method allows for a pangenome global analysis of a target organism in a wide range of 

habitats and relies on already existing metagenomics datasets. However, due to its 

dependence on sequence similarity for target sequence recovery, the recovered sequences 

belonging to the target lineage are usually highly fragmented, and rarely a complete or 

near complete genome could not be recovered using fragment recruitment. This approach 

has been successfully utilized to recover and analysis fragments belonging to the yet-

uncultured candidate division “Latescibacteria”, and analysis of the recovered sequences 

have yielded important insights regarding the metabolic abilities of this phylum 

(highlighted in chapter 3 in this thesis)   

Genome-resolved metagenomics involves the implementation of three main steps 

(assembly, binning and genome quality checking) to recover partial or complete genomes 

from metagenomics datasets. Starting from short high throughput sequencing reads, large 
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genomic contigs are first constructed using general assembly tools. Since the assembly 

process often yield short contigs, these genomic contigs need to be grouped into genomic 

bins. Multiple softwares and pipelines were developed to facilitate the critical process of 

contigs into genomes using multiple diagnostic criteria e.g. tetranucleotide frequency, GC 

content, and coverage (e.g. MaxBin, MetaBAT, and GROOPM). Finally, multiple quality 

control programs are utilized to check on the accuracy of the assembled genomes, usually 

by identifying the frequency of occurrence and phylogenetic affiliation of marker genes 

to identify potentially contaminant fragments in a genome assembly. Using this approach, 

Brown et al (Nature 2015) have recovered hunderds of genomes phylogenetically 

affiliated with a large and enigmatic cluster of yet-uncultured bacterial candidate phyla: 

The candidate phyla radiation or CPR [2]. This study reconstructed 8 complete and 789 

draft genomes from CPR superphylum and the reconstructed genomes comprised >35 

phyla within the superphylum, representing ~15% of the phyla present in bacterial 

domain. Similarly, (Parks et al, 2017) have applied this approach to extract genomes from 

1,550 publicly available metagenomes, to provide a global assessment of genomic 

diversity using genome-resolved metagenomics [3]. This effort resulted in the recovery of 

~8000 bacterial and archaeal genomes, expanding the known bacterial and archaeal 

lineages with 17 and 3 phyla, respectively. 

The work presented in this Ph.D. thesis is a contribution to our knowledge on the 

global distribution patterns, ecological roles, and metabolic capacities of two yet-

uncultured CP: OP8 (recently called “Aminicinantes”) and WS3 (recently called 

“Latescibacteria”) using a wide range of approaches. In chapter one, I was interested in 

resolving the global abundance, diversity and community structure of the 
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“Aminicinantes”. To this end, I conducted a detailed in-silico analysis, in which 16S 

rRNA in public databases is scoured, and the presence and phylogenetic diversity of 

“Aminicinantes” 16S rRNA gene sequences were analyzed. My work shows that 

“Aminicenantes” members are part of the rare fraction of microbial community, 

ubiquitous and present in all types of the habitats. Moreover, Members of the 

“Aminicenantes” exhibit a distinct community structure patterns across various datasets, 

and these patterns appear to be, mostly, driven by habitat variations rather than prevalent 

environmental parameters. This work has been published in PLoS ONE. 

In chapter two and three I focused on analysis of genomes and genomic fragments 

belonging to the “Latescibacteria” to understand their metabolic capacities and ecological 

roles. In chapter two, I analyzed the genomes recovered from four different 

“Latescibacteria” cells. I show from this detailed analysis that they are mediating” the 

turnover of multiple complex organic polymers of algal origin that reach deeper 

anoxic/microoxic habitats in lakes and lagoons. This work has been published in PLoS 

ONE 

In chapter three, I present a global fragment-recruitment based survey in which 

genomic fragments belonging to the “Latescibacteria” were recovered from a wide range 

of habitats. Detailed analysis of these fragments show that while they are all involved in 

different polymer degradation (e.g. proteins, sugars and fatty acids), generally having a 

fermentative lifestyle, however few members showed the capability to respire oxygen at 

low and high concentrations.  Interestingly, genes and domains suggestive of the 

production of a cellulosome have been identified within members of “Latescibacteria”. 

This work has been published in Applied and Environmental Microbiology. 
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Abstract 
	
We investigated the global patterns of abundance, diversity, and community structure of 

members of the “Aminicenantes” (candidate phylum OP8). Our aim was to identify the 

putative ecological role(s) played by members of this poorly characterized bacterial 

lineages in various ecosystems. Analysis of near full-length 16S rRNA genes identified 

four classes and eight orders within the “Aminicenantes”. Within 3,134 datasets 

comprising ~1.8 billion high throughput-generated partial 16S rRNA genes, 47,351 

Aminicenantes-affiliated sequences were identified in 913 datasets. The “Aminicenantes” 

exhibited the highest relative abundance in hydrocarbon-impacted environments, 

followed by marine habitats (especially hydrothermal vents and coral-associated 

microbiome samples), and aquatic, non-marine habitats (especially in terrestrial springs 

and groundwater samples). While the overall abundance of the “Aminicenantes” was 

higher in low oxygen tension as well as non-saline and low salinity habitats, it was 

encountered in a wide range of oxygen tension, salinities, and temperatures. Analysis of 

the community structure of the “Aminicenantes” showed distinct patterns across various 

datasets that appear to be, mostly, driven by habitat variations rather than prevalent 

environmental parameters. We argue that the detection of the “Aminicenantes” across 

environmental extremes and the observed distinct community structure patterns reflect a 

high level of intraphylum metabolic diversity and adaptive capabilities that enable its 

survival and growth in a wide range of habitats and environmental conditions.   
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Introduction 
	
During the last quarter century, culture-independent diversity surveys have been 

extensively utilized to investigate bacterial diversity in almost all accessible habitats on 

earth [1-5]. These surveys have collectively demonstrated that the scope of bacterial 

diversity is much broader than previously expected based on culture-based assessments 

[6,7], with a large fraction of the 16S rRNA gene sequences encountered not belonging to 

known cultured bacterial phyla. The term candidate phylum (CP) was thus proposed to 

describe such lineages [2].  

One of the most important challenges facing microbial ecologists is to elucidate 

the putative metabolic capabilities and ecological roles of these candidate phyla, as well 

as the underlying ecological factors controlling their observed patterns of abundance, 

diversity, and community structure on a global scale. Various environmental genomics 

approaches have been utilized to obtain genomic fragments and partial genome 

assemblies from these lineages. These include construction and screening of large insert 

(Fosmid and BAC) libraries [8-11], direct metagenomic surveys and subsequent 

implementation of novel binning approaches to reconstruct genomes from metagenomic 

sequence data [12-15], and single cell genomics [16-19]. Collectively, these efforts have 

yielded valuable insight regarding the genomic characteristics and putative metabolic 

capabilities of multiple novel candidate phyla. Further, in several incidents, these insights 

were successfully utilized as a stepping-stone for enrichment and isolation of some of 

these lineages [20-22].  

Genomic approaches are extremely valuable for deciphering putative metabolic 

capabilities of uncultured bacterial lineages. However, information from genomic studies 
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is derived from a single sampling event in a single environment, and often from a single 

cell within the sample [17,19]. Extrapolation of such information to imply similar 

capabilities and genomic features to all members and lineages within an entire bacterial 

phylum is hence inappropriate. This is especially true since a single bacterial phylum 

could exhibit a bewildering array of metabolic capabilities.  

A complementary approach that has previously been utilized on an ecosystem 

level [23-27], but rarely utilized in a global phylocentric context, relies on using in silico 

database mining approaches to examine patterns of distribution of members of a specific 

candidate phyla in 16S rRNA gene diversity surveys. This approach could clarify the 

patterns of abundance, diversity, and community structure of the targeted lineage. This 

phylocentric strategy could greatly benefit from the dramatic increase in the number and 

size of publicly available 16S rRNA gene datasets; brought about by utilizing next 

generation sequencing technologies in recent ambitious initiatives to catalogue 16S rRNA 

gene diversity on a global scale [28-30].  

Here, we describe a comprehensive examination of the global distribution of 

members of the “Aminicenantes” (candidate phylum OP8) using in silico database 

mining approaches. Our aim was to understand the putative ecological role(s) played by 

members of this poorly characterized bacterial lineages in various ecosystems and to 

demonstrate the utility of in silico database mining approaches in extracting meaningful 

ecological patterns from high throughput 16S rRNA gene datasets. Candidate phylum 

OP8 was first identified in sediments from the Obsidian Pool in Yellowstone National 

Park [2]. Since then, it has subsequently been identified in a wide range of terrestrial and 

marine habitats [31-34]. A recent study has described two near candidate phylum OP8 
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genome assemblies from 38 partial single cell genomes obtained from deep sediments of 

a brackish lake (Sakinaw lake, British Columbia, Canada), and the name 

“Aminicenantes” was proposed for this candidate phylum to highlight the high 

proportion of genes encoding aminolytic enzymes identified in both assemblies [16]. Our 

results highlight the ubiquitous nature of the “Aminicenantes”, and identify various 

environmental conditions impacting its global abundance and distribution in various 

habitats. We argue that these observed patterns suggest that, collectively, members of the 

“Aminicenantes” exhibit a high level of intra-phylum metabolic and adaptive diversities, 

and are hence capable of survival, and growth in a wide range of environmental extremes. 
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Materials and Methods 
	
1. A taxonomic outline of the Aminicenantes.  

While the candidate phylum “Aminicenantes” (CD-OP8) is recognized in several 

curated taxonomic outlines e.g. Greengenes [35] and SILVA [36], only a fairly low 

number of “Aminicenantes” sequences are deposited in these databases (109, and 12, in 

Greengenes and SILVA, respectively). The continuous deposition of new near full-length 

16S rRNA gene sequences in GenBank database repository, coupled to the sporadic 

updates of curated taxonomic schemes, raises the prospect that additional 

“Aminicenantes” 16S rRNA sequences putatively representing novel high rank (class/ 

order) lineages have been deposited in GenBank but have yet to be included in taxonomic 

schemes. Therefore, as a preliminary step, we aimed to identify and classify all GenBank-

deposited “Aminicenantes” 16S rRNA gene sequences and produce an updated and 

comprehensive taxonomic outline of this phylum. To this end, we queried GenBank NR 

database using BlastN [37], to identify the closest relatives of each of the 109 

“Aminicenantes” sequences currently recognized in Greengenes and SILVA databases. 

The 500 closest relatives of each sequence were downloaded; and duplicates, sequences 

shorter than 800 bp, and chimeric sequences, identified using Galaxy [38], were removed. 

The remaining sequences (n=2955) were aligned to a collection of reference sequences 

representing all “Aminicenantes” sequences, as well as sequences from a collection of 17 

phyla, and 8 candidate phyla using ClustalX [39]. The phylogenetic positions of putative 

“Aminicenantes” sequences were evaluated using Distance, Parsimony, Maximum 

likelihood, and Bayesian approaches as previously described [40]. Sequences were 

deemed representative of a new class/order within the “Aminicenantes” if two or more 
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distinct sequences remained reproducibly monophyletic and formed a bootstrap-

supported independent clade upon varying the composition and size of the data set used 

for phylogenetic analysis [41]. 

2. Identification of “Aminicenantes” members in next Generation 16S rRNA gene 

datasets.  

Publicly available datasets generated using high throughput sequencing 

technologies (Pyrosequencing and Illumina) were downloaded from MG-RAST [42], 

VAMPS (http://vamps.mbl.edu/index.php), and GenBank SRA[43] (through the mirror 

web interface of DNA Databank of Japan http://www.ddbj.nig.ac.jp) in December 2012. 

Preliminary analysis indicated the absence of the “Aminicenantes” in human and 

metazoan microbiome samples and hence these datasets were excluded from further 

analysis (with the notable exception of rumen samples which were included). In total, 

3,141 datasets from 110 different studies with 1,820,857,401 distinct 16S rRNA 

sequences were included in the analysis. All datasets were quality screened to filter all 

the sequences with lengths less than 50 base pairs, sequences with ambiguous 

nucleotides, and sequences with hompolymer stretches more than 8 bps. Sequences were 

classified using classify.seqs commands package in MOTHUR v.1.29.0 [44], using Silva 

alignment and Greengenes classification scheme. Sequences were identified as members 

of the “Aminicenantes” using a cutoff of 70% confidence threshold, as well as by 

confirmation of such assignment by sporadic manual insertion of putative 

“Aminicenantes” sequences into reference phylogenetic trees as described above. The 

subphylum level affiliation of all high throughput “Aminicenantes” sequences identified 

were determined using the updated taxonomic scheme produced in this study using near 
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full length 16S rRNA gene sequences as described above. All analyses were conducted 

on a the HPC Cowboy super computer, a 252 compute nodes with dual six core CPUs 

and 32 GB RAMs server, 2 fat nodes with 256 GB RAM, GPU cards and 120 TB very 

fast disk storage at the OSU High Performance Computing Center at Oklahoma State 

University. 

3. Classification of next-generation datasets according to habitat type and prevalent 

environmental conditions.  

All datasets included in this study were classified according to two different 

classification schemes: habitat type as well as prevalent environmental conditions. These 

classifications were used to determine the ecological prevalence and distribution patterns 

of various members of the Aminicenantes. Habitat-based classification scheme involved 

binning all 3,141 datasets into five major habitat types: Marine, aquatic non-marine, soil, 

hydrocarbon-impacted, and rumen/other (dust, animal-associated habitats and air). Due to 

the heterogeneity of geochemical and environmental conditions observed in marine, 

aquatic non-marine, and soil habitats, these three habitats were further sub-classified into 

multiple sub-habitat types, determined through the analysis of the projects’ available 

metadata (Table 1-1). For classification of datasets according to prevalent environmental 

conditions, three different classification schemes using temperature, oxygen tension, and 

salinity were utilized (Table 1-2). Classification based on prevalent pH conditions was 

not feasible due to the frequent absence of accurate pH metadata in a large proportion of 

the datasets, as well as the exceedingly low number of datasets that appear to originate 

from environments with preeminently low (e.g. <3) or high (e.g. >9) pH.  
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4. Deciphering ecological preferences and patterns of distribution of the 

Aminicenantes.  

The distribution and preferences of “Aminicenantes” were identified by 

correlating “Aminicenantes” relative abundance (% of sequences affiliated with 

“Aminicenantes” in the dataset), diversity, and community structure to its distribution in 

various habitats and sub-habitats, as well as across various environmental conditions.  

Rarefaction curves were used to compare diversities of “Aminicenantes” community in 

different datasets as previously described [45]. We chose rarefaction curve analysis since 

it provides a sample size unbiased estimate of diversity and is hence useful in comparing 

datasets with wide variations in the numbers of sequences examined. In brief, rarefaction 

curves were constructed for all datasets with more than 50 sequences belonging to the 

Aminicenantes. Rarefaction curve plots were used to rank the datasets in order of 

diversity. Datasets with intersecting rarefaction curves were given the same rank. The 

datasets were ranked from one (least diverse) to 198 (most diverse) and subsequently 

binned into diversity categories as follows; “very low” (ranks 1-40), “low” (41-80), 

“medium” (81-120), “high” (121-160), and “very high” (161-198) categories. The ranks 

were then used to correlate “Aminicenantes” diversity to specific environmental factors 

using Spearman rank correlation and the significance of these correlations were tested in 

R [46].  

The community structure profiles i.e. the proportion of various “Aminicenantes” 

lineages in various datasets were examined to reveal overall patterns of community 

structure in different habitats and under different environmental conditions.  In addition, 

to zoom in on the patterns of “Aminicenantes” community structure in datasets where 
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“Aminicenantes” represents a significant fraction of the overall bacterial community, the 

community structures in datasets with more than 50 “Aminicenantes” sequences (n=198) 

were compared using principal-component analysis (PCA) and biplots were constructed 

using the R statistical package. In this analysis, the relative position of datasets is 

indicative of the level of their similarity, the directions of the class/subclass arrows are 

indicative of their respective maximal abundances, and the lengths of the arrows are 

proportional to the differential abundances of such lineages. 
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Results 
	
1. A revised taxonomic outline of the Aminicenantes.  

A total of 142 near-full length 16S rRNA “Aminicenantes” gene sequences were 

identified in GenBank NR database. Detailed phylogenetic analysis grouped the 

“Aminicenantes” sequences into four candidate classes: OP8-1, OP8-2, OP8-3 and OP8-

unclassified. Candidate class OP8-1 has the largest number of near full-length 

“Aminicenantes” sequences and is comprised of five distinct orders (OP8-1_HMMV, 

OP8-1_SHA-124, OP8-1_OPB95, OP8-1_unclassified, and OP8-1_YNP) (Figure 1). In 

contrast, classes OP8-2, OP8-3, and OP8-unclassified have a lower number of near full-

length sequences and are not further sub-classified into candidate orders. This revision of 

“Aminicenantes” phylogeny hence increased the number of recognized near full-length 

16S rRNA gene sequences by 30.3%, and added one candidate class (OP8-3) and one 

candidate order (OP8-1_YNP) to the Greengenes taxonomic outline, the most detailed 

“Aminicenantes” classification scheme in curated databases. 

2. Identification of members of “Aminicenantes” in next generation 16S rRNA gene 

datasets.  

We used pyrosequencing- and Illumina-generated 16S rRNA gene datasets 

available in three publicly available gene repositories (VAMPS, GenBank, and MG-

RAST) [42,43] to identify the patterns of relative abundance, diversity, and community 

structure of members of the “Aminicenantes”. Within 3,141 datasets comprising ~1.8 

billion 16S rRNA gene sequences, 47,315 (0.0026%) from 918 (29.2%) different datasets 

were affiliated with the “Aminicenantes”.  

3. Patterns of “Aminicenantes” abundance.  
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Overall relative abundance of “Aminicenantes” varied widely between various datasets, 

and ranged between 0 and 10.2% (encountered in MG-RAST dataset number 4455892, 

obtained from groundwater heavily contaminated by arsenic in the Ganges-Brahmaputra 

Delta region of Bangladesh, [47] (Table 1-1). Although “Aminicenantes” has been 

identified in a substantial fraction (29.2%) of examined datasets, it invariantly constituted 

a minor fraction of the bacterial community identified, and rarely exceeded 5% in all 

datasets (Table 1-1).  

Based on incidence of occurrence (i.e. percentages of datasets in which sequences 

affiliated with the “Aminicenantes” were identified), and relative abundance of 

“Aminicenantes” in various datasets (Table 1-1), members of the “Aminicenantes” 

appear to be most abundant in hydrocarbon-impacted habitats, being identified in 71.4% 

of the datasets (10/14), with an average abundance of 0.321%. The “Aminicenantes” was 

also frequently identified in marine (21.5% of datasets) and aquatic non-marine (38.74% 

of datasets) habitats, with average relative abundances of 0.275%, 0.146%, respectively 

(Table 1-1). On the other hand, the “Aminicenantes” were rarely identified in soils and 

rumen habitats (Table 1-1).  

“Aminicenantes” abundance also demonstrated distinct patterns in relation to 

oxygen tension, temperature, and salinity (Table 2). The “Aminicenantes” were most 

abundant in anaerobic habitats (58% of datasets, average 0.46%) e.g. Mai Po mangrove 

marshes in Hong Kong, heavy metal contaminated ground water in Bangladesh [47], 

active hydrothermal vent sediments from the Mid-Atlantic Ridge [48], anoxic sulfide and 

sulfur-rich terrestrial spring in southwestern Oklahoma (Zodletone spring) [40], and 

anoxic sediments from the Guaymas [3] and Cariaco Basins [49]. However, the 
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“Aminicenantes” were also identified in much lower abundance in few oxic habitats e.g. 

water and sediments from coastal and open ocean sites surveyed from South Atlantic to 

the Caribbean seabed, coastal water of western English channel [50], and soils and 

sediments of hypersaline lake,  La Sal del Rey’s in southern Texas, USA [51]. 

Temperature profile of “Aminicenantes” abundance indicated an extremely rare 

occurrence in low temperature terrestrial and marine habitats (e.g. in datasets from the 

Canadian, Alaskan and European tundra and arctic soils, as well as the Amundsen sea 

[50,52]), and a slightly higher preference (based on incidence of occurrence) to habitats 

with temperate, medium, elevated, and extremely elevated temperatures (Table 1-2). 

Salinity wise, “Aminicenantes” was present at all levels of salinities, with slightly higher 

relative abundances in non-saline, and low salinity habitats (Table 1-2).  

4. Patterns of “Aminicenantes” community structure.  

Examination of patterns of “Aminicenantes” community composition across 

habitats revealed several distinct patterns. For example, order OP8-1_HMMV appears to 

be prevalent in marine environments, where it represented 53.5% of the total 

“Aminicenantes” sequences identified in marine datasets (Figure 1-2a). Class OP8-

1_unclassified appeared to be the prominent lineage in aquatic non-marine environments, 

where it represented 77% of the total number of “Aminicenantes” sequences (Figure 1-

2a). Order OP8-2 was the prevalent “Aminicenantes” lineage in hydrocarbon-impacted 

environments where it represented 66% of the total number of sequences. Although 

extremely rare in the rumen, the “Aminicenantes” sequences identified in a single dataset 

from this habitat belonged to order OP8-1_OPB95. PCA analysis conducted on datasets 

with more than 50 “Aminicenantes” sequences (n=198, Figure 1-2b) confirmed such 
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patterns where most of the environments from marine origins clustered along the OP8-

1_HMMV species arrow (circles in Figure 1-2b), most of the environments from aquatic 

non-marine origins clustered along the OP8-1_unclassified species arrow (stars in Figure 

2b), and the majority of the hydrocarbon-impacted environments clustered in the 

direction of the OP8-2 species arrow (diamonds in Figure 1-2b). 

Sub-classification of habitats (Figures 1-2c-h) further revealed additional patterns 

at the sub-habitat level, especially in marine, soil, and aquatic non-marine habitats 

systems. Within marine environments, the prevalence of OP8-1_HMMV was more 

pronounced in coral-associated, pelagic, and deep marine datasets (Figure 1-2c). Indeed, 

in marine datasets with >50 “Aminicenantes” sequences, OP8-1_HMMV represents the 

majority (more than 80%) of the total “Aminicenantes” sequences in all coral-associated 

and pelagic datasets, as well as in the majority (10 out of 13) of deep sediment datasets. 

OP8-1_HMMV also represented the majority of “Aminicenantes” sequences in a few of 

the coastal (three out of 15) and hydrothermal (one out of six) datasets. Accordingly, 

those samples clustered together along the OP8-1_HMMV species arrow in the PCA 

biplot (red circles representing one vent sample, green circles representing five pelagic 

samples, yellow circles representing ten deep sediment samples, black circles 

representing five coral-associated samples, and blue circles representing three coastal 

samples in Figure 1-2d). In the remaining marine samples, the majority of 

“Aminicenantes” datasets has a mixed community of OP8-1_HMMV and other lineages, 

and so had an intermediary position between species arrows in the PCA biplot. In rare 

cases, some datasets did not contain any OP8-1_HMMV sequences. For example, all 

Aminicenantes-affiliated sequences from three hydrothermal vent samples belonged to 
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the newly proposed candidate class OP8-3, and hence clustered in the direction of OP8-3 

species arrow in the PCA biplot (red circles in Figure 1-2d). 

Within aquatic non-marine habitats, the overall majority of “Aminicenantes” 

sequences belonged to subclass OP8-1_unclassified (Figure 1-2e). The majority (85.1% 

of datasets originating from the two non-saline aquatic non-marine sub-habitats 

(temperate freshwater lakes, and spring and groundwater samples) showed >70% of 

Aminicenantes-affiliated sequences belonging to the order OP8-1_unclassified and were 

hence clustered along the OP8-1_unclassified arrow in the PCA biplot (black and red 

stars, Figure 1-2f). However, two notable exceptions to this pattern were observed: 1. In 

several datasets, a mixed community of OP8-1_ unclassified with other lineages was 

observed (e.g. 11 freshwater lake samples had a mixed community of OP8-1_unclassified 

(53.6±2.4%), OP8-1_OPB95 (34.2±3.2%), and OP8-1_SHA-124 (11.3±1.9%), and one 

sample from a sinkhole had a mixed “Aminicenantes” community of OP8-1_OPB95 

(43.7%), OP8-1_unclassified (32.1%), and OP8-2 (22.4%). 2. In few datasets, OP8-

1_unclassified order was absent e.g. sewage samples with high abundance (> 90%) of 

OP8-1_OPB95 (Figure 1-2f).  

While the “Aminicenantes” class OP8-1_unclassified was the prevalent lineage in 

the majority of aquatic non-marine habitats originating from temperate freshwater lakes, 

as well as spring and groundwater datasets; a distinct community structure was observed 

in aquatic non-marine habitats with low to moderate salinity (Figure 1-2e). Within these 

habitats, e.g. three samples from the Amazon-Guianas estuaries, and a salt marsh samples 

from Cabo Rojo, PR, the majority of “Aminicenantes”-affiliated sequences belonged to 
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order OP8-1_HMMV (83.7±7.98%). Accordingly, those samples clustered along the 

HMMV species arrow in various PCA plot (Figure 1-2f).  

Finally, a relatively small number of Aminicenantes-affiliated sequences were 

present in soil samples. Those were mainly affiliated with orders OP8-1_unclassified, 

OP8-1_OPB95, and OP8-1_SHA-124. Some unique patterns were observed at the sub-

habitat level e.g. the prevalence of OP8-1_unclassified order in samples from permafrost 

soils (Figure 1-2g). However, it is important to note that the “Aminicenantes” exhibited 

an extremely rare distribution in all soil datasets examined, being only identified in 14 

out of 276 datasets, with an extremely low average relative abundance (0.07%). 

Therefore, the significance of the observed patterns, given their extreme rarity, and 

doubtful ecological role in soil habitats, is questionable.  

We also studied the effect of environmental conditions (O2 tension, temperature, 

and salinity) on “Aminicenantes” community structure in various datasets. When 

environments were classified based on their salinity, we observed a shift in the 

prevalence of various “Aminicenantes” lineages, with order OP8-1_unclassified 

representing the majority of Aminicenantes-affiliated sequences in non-saline habitats, as 

opposed to order HMMV in low and moderate salinity environments, and class OP8-2 in 

hypersaline environments (Figure 1-3a). We also observed an effect of temperature on 

the pattern of “Aminicenantes” community structure changes, where order OP8-

1_unclassified and class OP8_2 dominated in low temperature and psychrophilic habitats, 

as opposed to orders OP8-1_OPB95 and HMMV in thermophilic and hyperthermophilic 

habitats (Figure 1-3b). However, the uneven number of samples belonging to each 
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category (Table 1-3) could possibly skew these results. Finally, no remarkable effect of 

O2 tension on “Aminicenantes” community structure was observed (Figure 1-3c).  

5. Patterns of “Aminicenantes” diversity.  

One hundred and ninety-eight datasets with more than 50 Aminicenantes-

affiliated sequences were included in the diversity analysis. Due to the 

underrepresentation of hydrocarbon-impacted sites and soils, comparison of diversities 

was restricted to the marine and aqueous non-marine habitats and their subcategories. 

Within all habitats, the levels of diversity varied widely, but marine habitats showed 

higher diversity than freshwater habitats (Student t-test p-value=0.037), with most of the 

marine environments (72%) showing medium to very high “Aminicenantes” diversity 

(Table 3). Within marine habitats, a higher average diversity rank was observed in coastal 

samples, and a lower average diversity was observed in hydrothermal vent samples. 

Indeed, coastal samples “Aminicenantes” diversities were significantly higher than those 

in all other marine environments (p-value ranging from 0.0004 to 0.041). Hydrothermal 

vent samples “Aminicenantes” diversities were significantly lower than those in coastal, 

and deep marine sediment samples (p-values 0.0004, and 0.04, respectively).  

“Aminicenantes” diversity within aquatic non-marine environments varied, with 

high diversities observed in spring/groundwater samples and the single sample from a salt 

marsh. Significantly lower diversities were observed in samples from freshwater 

temperate environments (p-value=0.002).  

We also correlated diversity rankings to environmental conditions including 

temperature, salinity, and oxygen tension (Table 3). Interestingly, while no clear 

correlation was identified between temperature, or salinity and diversity levels of 
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“Aminicenantes” at OTU0.03, a positive highly significant correlation existed between the 

dataset diversity rank and the environment’s oxygen tension (Spearman rank correlation 

coefficient=0.4, p-value =5.3E-9). 
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Table 1-1. Classification and overll patterns of "Aminicenantes" relative abundance 
in various habitats and sub-habitats. 

Dataset type Total datasets 
Datasets with 

“Aminicenante
s” (%) 

Average 
“Aminicenante
s” abundance 

(%) 

Maximum 
relative 

abundance  

Total datasets 3,141 918 (29.22%) 0.20%1 10.20% 
Total 16S rRNA sequences 1,820,857,401 47,315 0.0026%   
Marine datasets 1,154 248 (21.50%) 0.28% 5.28% 

Deep marine sediments 32 30 0.50% 2.89% 
Coral associated microbiome 19 10 0.89% 4.67% 

Pelagic 390 40 0.20% 2.46% 
Hydrothermal vents 101 60 0.23% 5.28% 

Coastal 612 107 0.20% 1.87% 
Aquatic non-marine datasets 1,665 645 (38.74%) 0.15% 10.20% 

Spring and ground water 25 10 2.80% 10.20% 
Temperate freshwater 1569 587 0.11% 2.50% 

Salt marshes 71 48 0.03% 0.67% 
Soil datasets 276 14 (5.072%) 0.07% 0.80% 

Agriculture 28 2 0.03% 0.06% 
Grassland 140 10 0.00% 0.00% 

Heavy metal/hydrocarbon 
contaminated 8 1 0.00% 0.01% 

Arid and Semi-arid 46 0 0% 0% 
Permafrost 54 1 0.01% 0.01% 

Hydrocarbon-impacted datasets 14 10 (71.43%) 0.32% 0.95% 
Herbivorous gut and other datasets2 32 1 (3.125%) 0.02% 0.02% 

 
1Average abundance values in datasets where “Aminicenantes” sequences were 
identified. 
2 26 Datasets were designated “other”; these datasets originated from dust, air and animal 
associated habitat.  
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Table 1-2 Patterns of  "Aminicenantes" relative abundance in datasets classified by 
prevalent environmental conditions. 

Dataset type Total 
datasets 

Datasets with 
“Aminicenantes” 

(%) 

Average 
“Aminicenant

es” 
abundance 

(%)1 

Maximum 
relative 

abundance 

Oxygen Tension         
  Oxic    2,787   735(26.4%)   0.10%   2.50% 
  Hypoxic   101   35 (34.65%)   0.17%   2.90% 
  Anoxic   253   148 (58.5%)   0.46%   10.20% 
Temperature2         
  Low   317   4 (1.26%)   0.004%   0.01% 
  Temperate   2657   807 (30.372%)   0.19%   10.20% 
  Medium   53   48 (90.56%)   0.02%   0.06% 
  Elevated   11   6 (54.55%)   0.06%   0.20% 
  Extremely elevated   103   53 (51.46%)   0.24%   5.28% 
Salinity3         
  Non-Saline   1,863   575 (30.86%)   0.16%   10.20% 

      Low Salinity   1,179   274 (23.24%)   0.26%   5.30% 

Moderate salinity    77   51 (66.23%)   0.02%   0.20% 
  Hypersaline   22   18 (81.81%)   0.07%   0.68% 

 

1Average abundance values in datasets where “Aminicenantes” sequences were 
identified. 
2 Temperature classifications: Low: Arctic, Antarctic, subarctic, and permafrost marine 
and terrestrial conducive to the growth of psychrophilic microorganisms; temperate: 
Habitats in temperate ecosystems e.g. lakes, soils in continental settings; Medium: 
Habitats with temperatures around 370C e.g. rumen; Elevated: habitats with temperatures 
conducive to the growth of thermophiles (50-800C) e.g. Alberta oil sands tailings pond; 
Extremely elevated: habitats conducive to the growth of hyperthermophiles (>800C 
degrees) e.g. Hydrothermal vents. 
3 Salinity classifications: Non-saline: Environments with <1% salinity; Low salinity: 
Marine environments, and environments with comparable salinities; Moderate salinities: 
Environments with salinities around 5-15% e.g. Alberta oil sands tailings pond and 
Huabei Oilfield in China; Hypersaline: Environments with >15% salinity. 
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Table 1-3 Diversity rankings of all datasets classified according to habitat and 
prevalent environmental conditions. 

Habitat/ 
Environmental 
parameter 

Average 
diversity 
rank±SD 

Number of samples belonging to this diversity rank 
Very low Low Medium High Very high 

Marine 115±68.5 11 1 6 10 12 
Pelagic 89.9±63.3 1 0 2 1 0 
Coastal 169.1±39.6 0 1 0 1 7 
Coral 115.4±57.3 1 0 1 3 0 
Deep_sed 106.4±65.9 5 0 3 4 5 
Hyd_vent 34.3±59.1 4 0 0 1 0 

Non-marine 96±52.8 26 38 34 31 21 
Freshwater 93.7±51.6 26 38 34 30 18 
Spring/GW 187.5±8.8 0 0 0 0 3 
Salt marsh 148 0 0 0 1 0 

Hydrocarbon-
Impacted Soil 

96.5±83.4 3 0 0 0 4 

Soil 174.5 0 0 0 0 1 
       
Salinity       

Non-saline 95.8±52.4 29 38 34 29 24 
Low-salinity 115.8±69.6 11 0 6 10 14 
Hypersaline 115.3±47.4 0 1 0 2 0 
       

Temperature       
Temperate 102.6±56.1 33 39 40 40 38 
Elevated 24.3±47 7 0 0 1 0 

       
O2 tension       

Anoxic 88.3±74.5 12 1 1 6 7 
Hypoxic 84.6±44.1 26 36 37 27 5 
Oxic 157.4±49.5 2 2 2 7 26 
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Figure 1 An updated taxonomic outline of "Aminicenantes" 

The Distance NJ tree was constructed using Jukes-Cantor corrections in MEGA5 [64].  

Bootstrap values (in percent) are based on 1000 replicates and are shown for branches 

with more than 50% bootstrap support. Numbers in parentheses represent the number of 

sequences in each OP8 sub-phylum. 
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Figure 1-2. "Aminicenantes" relative abundance and community structure 

(A) Relative abundance of Aminicenantes-affiliated sequences in marine, aquatic non-

marine, soil, hydrocarbon-impacted, and rumen/other habitats. (B) PCA biplot of the 

community structure of Aminicenantes in datasets belonging to marine (l), aquatic non-

marine (ê), soil (n), hydrocarbon-impacted (u), and rumen (Ã) with >50 Aminicenantes 

sequences. The biplot was generated in R using the prcomp and biplot functions in library 

labdsv. The first 2 axes explained 73% of the variance. There are two sets of axis scales 

on the biplot; the ones on the right and top correspond to the axis scores for samples, and 

the bottom and left axes correspond to the loadings of the variables (in this case, OP8 

subphyla). (C) Relative abundance of Aminicenantes-affiliated sequences in various 

marine subhabitats. (D) PCA biplot of the community structure of Aminicenantes in 

marine datasets classified as coastal (blue), pelagic (green), hydrothermal vent (red), 

coral-associated (black), and deep sediment (yellow). There are two sets of axis scales on 

the biplot; the ones on the right and top correspond to the axis scores for samples, and the 

bottom and left axes correspond to the loadings of the variables (in this case, OP8 

subphyla). (E) Relative abundance of Aminicenantes-affiliated sequences in 

environments originating from aquatic non-marine habitats. (F) PCA biplot of the 

community structure of Aminicenantes in aquatic non-marine datasets classified as 

freshwater (black), spring and groundwater (red), and salt marshes (blue). There are two 

sets of axis scales on the biplot; the ones on the right and top correspond to the axis 

scores for samples, and the bottom and left axes correspond to the loadings of the 

variables (in this case, OP8 subphyla). (G) Relative abundance of Aminicenantes-

affiliated sequences in environments originating from soil habitats. Since only one soil 

dataset contained >50 Aminicenantes sequence, a PCA soil biplot is not feasible. 
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Figure 1-3. Relative abundance of "Aminicenantes"-affiliated sequences in different 
environments sub-classified according to different parameters 

 (A) Temperature, (B) oxygen tension, and (C) salinity. 
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Discussion 
	
  In this study, we utilized in silico database mining approaches to provide an 

updated and expanded taxonomic outline of the candidate phylum “Aminicenantes” 

using near full-length 16S rRNA gene sequences, as well as to examine the global 

patterns of “Aminicenantes” distribution using high throughput (Pyrosequencing and 

Illumina) generated 16S rRNA gene datasets. We report that: 1. Members of the 

“Aminicenantes” are present in a substantial fraction (918 out of 3,141) of high 

throughput-generated datasets examined, where they represent a minor/rare fraction of 

the community, with very few exceptions. 2. Members of the “Aminicenantes” are 

ubiquitous, being encountered in all different types of habitats and across all spectra of 

environmental parameters (temperature, salinity, and oxygen tension) examined. 3. 

Distinct differences exist between the relative abundance of the “Aminicenantes” across 

different habitats and environmental conditions. 4. Members of the “Aminicenantes” 

exhibit a distinct community structure patterns across various datasets, and these patterns 

appear to be, mostly, driven by habitat variations rather than prevalent environmental 

parameters.  

Utilizing high throughput-generated datasets of partial 16S rRNA gene sequences 

in dedicated sequence repositories (VAMPS, MG-RAST, and GenBank SRA) for 

analyzing patterns of prokaryotic diversity represents an extremely valuable, yet largely 

overlooked, resource. Next generation sequencing datasets are often deposited with a 

single accession number per dataset, often with inadequate metadata, and, unlike Sanger-

generated sequences, these datasets are not readily amendable to online search queries. 

Nevertheless, when properly exploited, these datasets represent an excellent resource for 
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testing specific ecological hypothesis. Examining “Aminicenantes” diversity in 3,141 

distinct datasets, comprising a total of ~1.8 billion partial sequences clearly demonstrates 

the presence of members of this candidate phylum in a large number (29.2% of datasets 

examined) of habitats. However, the “Aminicenantes” always represented a minor 

fraction of the overall community and often exhibited an extremely rare distribution: The 

relative abundance of the “Aminicenantes” was less than 0.01% of the total community 

in 70.1% of datasets examined, 0.01-0.1% in 16.1% of datasets examined, 0.1-1% in 

12.9% of datasets, and more than 1% in only 0.9% of datasets examined. The reason for 

the occurrence, survival, and retention of various lineages as members of the rare 

biosphere (e.g. less than 0.1%) in various environments is an issue that has previously 

been thoroughly debated [6,53,54]. Possible reasons explaining this phenomenon vary 

and range between filling very specialized niches, acting as a backup system that readily 

responds to seasonal variations encountered in various ecosystem, exhibiting extremely 

slow growth or dormancy, introduction to the ecosystem through recent immigration of 

these rare phylotypes to the sampling site, or introduction to the dataset through 

contamination during sampling, DNA extraction, or amplification. Indeed, several of 

these explanations are plausible to elucidate the role of extremely rare members of the 

“Aminicenantes” in their respective ecosystems. Regardless, it is reasonable to assume 

that the detection of the “Aminicenantes” above a certain empirical threshold (e.g. 1%, 

equivalent to 105 cells/gram or ml in a community with a cell count of 107) reflects its 

successful colonization and propagation in a specific habitat, and suggests its importance 

in fulfilling vital ecosystem services that justifies its retention in that habitat. Therefore, 

examination of the few datasets in which the “Aminicenantes” are present in relatively 
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higher abundances could offer a window on what factors are conducive for 

“Aminicenantes” survival and propagation in-situ. Datasets with more than 1% 

“Aminicenantes” relative abundance (0.9% of the total number of datasets) were not 

restricted to one habitat type or one environmental condition, but occurred within the 

majority of the five habitats examined, and across a wide range of environmental 

conditions. Therefore, it is improbable that a single, specific, environmental condition 

e.g. hypersalinity or extreme temperature represents the only scenario for eliciting a 

competitive niche for the Aminicenantes. Rather, we argue that conditions at which 

“Aminicenantes” propagates appear to be induced by other types of natural or 

anthropogenic stressors, which effectively preclude a large fraction of the population, 

opening the window for “Aminicenantes” to propagate. This is apparent from the fact 

that many of the datasets with >1% “Aminicenantes” relative abundance came from 

environments with variable types of environmental stressors e.g. high levels of 

hydrocarbons (e.g. Alberta oil sands tailing ponds, Petroleum reservoirs in Huabei, 

China, and north slope oil facility) [55-57], or high levels of metal (arsenic) 

contamination in Araihazar, Bangladesh [47]. 

Overall relative abundance of the “Aminicenantes” appeared to vary widely 

across various habitats, as well as across specific environmental conditions. The 

“Aminicenantes” appear to be most abundant in hydrocarbon-impacted environments, 

being encountered in 71.4% of the datasets (10/14), with an average abundance of 

0.321%. The association of specific lineages and phylotypes with hydrocarbon-impacted 

environments regardless of its origin (natural or anthropogenic), or chemical composition 

(natural gas, petroleum, enrichments on a single substrate) has previously been noted 
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([58,59]. This prevalence in hydrocarbon-impacted settings is in agreement with the 

notion that success and propagation of members of the “Aminicenantes” in a specific 

environment is contingent on the occurrence of specific environmental stressors 

(hydrocarbon contamination and possibly associated anaerobiasis and high sulfide levels 

in such habitats) that partially alleviates competition, allowing for successful propagation 

of members of the Aminicenantes. The “Aminicenantes” were also identified in a 

considerable fraction of marine and aquatic non-marine habitats (Table 1). However, the 

complexity and variability of geochemical parameters encountered in these 

heterogeneous ecosystems prevents us from deciphering what exact environmental 

characteristics, or combination thereof, within these habitats favored “Aminicenantes” 

propagation.  Correlating “Aminicenantes” abundance to environmental conditions 

(temperature, salinity, and oxygen tension) revealed that while members of the 

“Aminicenantes” could be encountered in a wide range of environmental conditions, it 

appears to exhibit significantly higher abundances in anoxic (compared to oxic and 

microoxic) habitats and a significantly lower abundance in low temperature (compared to 

temperate and elevated temperature) habitats. The relatively higher abundance of the 

“Aminicenantes” in anoxic environments suggests a prevalent anaerobic/facultative 

mode of metabolism within the Aminicenantes. Indeed, the majority of studies where the 

“Aminicenantes” represented more than 1% the total bacterial community originated 

from seemingly anaerobic habitats (e.g. arsenic contaminated ground water from 

Bangladesh, Guayamas methane seeps, and hypoliminion sites in Lake Mendota).  

Analysis of the “Aminicenantes” community structure was conducted by: 1. 

Utilizing the classification of all (47,351) next generation sequences identified to 
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examine the “Aminicenantes” community structure in various types of habitats and 

across various environmental conditions, and 2. PCA analysis of the “Aminicenantes” 

community structure in datasets where they exhibited relatively higher abundances 

(n>50). Overall, it appears that factors impacting “Aminicenantes” community structure 

are mostly habitat-driven (i.e. similar community structure observed in similar habitats), 

rather than driven by prevalent environmental conditions (temperature, salinity, oxygen 

tension) within an ecosystem. For example, class OP8-3 was exclusively identified in 

hydrothermal vent habitats; order OP8-1_ HMMV represented the majority of 

“Aminicenantes” sequences encountered in coral associated, pelagic, and deep marine 

habitats; OP8-1_unclassified represented the majority of sequences in aqueous non-

marine habitats; and OP8-2 represented the majority of sequence in hydrocarbon-

impacted habitats. The role of prevalent environmental condition in shaping the 

“Aminicenantes” microbial community is less certain, mostly due to the inadequate 

representation of special categories e.g. normal (body) temperature, elevated temperature, 

and hypersaline environments. However, one notable exception in which an 

environmental parameter appears to play a clear role in shaping the “Aminicenantes” 

microbial community is the distinct prevalence of order OP8-1_ HMMV in multiple low 

salinity datasets regardless of their habitat. 

Finally, it is interesting to note that “Aminicenantes” sequences were identified 

across all ranges of salinity and temperatures including those conducive to the growth of 

obligate halophiles and hyperthermophiles, respectively. Collectively, the detection of 

Aminicenantes-affiliated sequences across environmental extremes, coupled to their 

observed ubiquitous distribution on a global scale and the distinct patterns of community 
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structure exhibited argues for a high level of intraphylum metabolic and adaptive 

diversity within the Aminicenantes.  Therefore it is probable that “Aminicenantes” cells 

in nature exhibit multiple distinct metabolic capabilities, wide array of survival weapons, 

and various adaptive strategies. This, in turn, highlights the importance of obtaining 

multiple genomic assemblies that adequately represents the broad phylogenetic diversity 

of this phylum, as well as its wide environmental distribution to truly gauge the 

pangenomic diversity within the Aminicenantes. The recently acquired genomic 

information from single cell-based efforts from Sakinaw Lake represents admirable effort 

to investigate this understudied and yet-uncultured lineage. However, information from 

such assemblies should not be extrapolated to describe all members of the Aminicenantes. 

Indeed, the discovery of novel capabilities within well-establish lineages e.g. phototrophy 

amongst Acidobacteria [60], methane oxidation amongst the Verrucomicrobia [61,62], 

anaerobic oxidation of ammonia amongst the Planctomycetes [63] highlights the 

importance of continued efforts to decipher and expand genomic diversity within various 

bacterial phyla. 
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Chapter 2 
	

In silico analysis of the metabolic potential and niche specialization of 

candidate phylum “Latescibacteria” (WS3) 
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Abstract

 
The “Latescibacteria” (formerly WS3), member of the Fibrobacteres–Chlorobi–

Bacteroidetes (FCB) superphylum, represents a ubiquitous candidate phylum found in 

terrestrial, aquatic, and marine ecosystems. Recently, single-cell amplified genomes 

(SAGs) representing the “Latescibacteria” were obtained from the anoxic 

monimolimnion layers of Sakinaw Lake (British Columbia, Canada), and anoxic sediments 

of a coastal lagoon (Etoliko lagoon, Western Greece). Here, we present a detailed in-silico 

analysis of the four SAGs to gain some insights on their metabolic potential and apparent 

ecological roles. Metabolic reconstruction suggests an anaerobic fermentative mode of 

metabolism, as well as the capability to degrade multiple polysaccharides and 

glycoproteins that represent integral components of green (Charophyta and Chlorophyta) 

and brown (Phaeophycaea) algae cell walls (pectin, alginate, ulvan, fucan, hydroxyproline-

rich glycoproteins), storage molecules (starch and trehalose), and extracellular polymeric 

substances (EPSs). The analyzed SAGs also encode dedicated transporters for the uptake of 

produced sugars and amino acids/oligopeptides, as well as an extensive machinery for the 

catabolism of all transported sugars, including the production of a bacterial 

microcompartment (BMC) to sequester propionaldehyde, a toxic intermediate produced 

during fucose and rhamnose metabolism. Finally, genes for the formation of gas vesicles, 

flagella, type IV pili, and oxidative stress response were found, features that could aid in 

cellular association with algal detritus. Collectively, these results indicate that the analyzed 

“Latescibacteria” mediate the turnover of multiple complex organic polymers of algal 

origin that reach deeper anoxic/microoxic habitats in lakes and lagoons. The implications 
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of such process on our understanding of niche specialization in microbial communities 

mediating organic carbon turnover in stratified water bodies are discussed.  
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Introduction 
	
Over the past few decades, small subunit ribosomal RNA (SSU or 16S rRNA) gene-

based surveys have prompted a drastic reevaluation of the scope of phylum level 

diversity within the domain Bacteria. Current taxonomic outlines indicate that the 

majority of recognized bacterial phyla (54.1% using SILVA database [1], 65.48% using 

Greengenes database [2]) have no pure culture representatives (candidate phyla). Many of 

these candidate phyla, so-called microbial dark matter (MDM) are globally distributed 

and display significant levels of intra-phylum level diversity [3-7]. Recent advances in 

cell sorting and whole genome amplification and assembly have facilitated the 

acquisition of single-cell amplified genomes (SAGs) derived from numerous candidate 

phyla [8-16]. Metabolic reconstruction with these SAGs provides a unique opportunity to 

uncover the ecological and biogeochemical roles played by these enigmatic microbial 

groups. 

One such candidate phylum is WS3 (Wurtsmith aquifer Sequences-3), whose 

members were first identified in a 16S rRNA gene-based survey of anoxic sediments 

obtained from a hydrocarbon- and chlorinated-solvents-contaminated aquifer in northern 

Michigan, USA in 1998 [17]. Since then, their presence has been documented across a 

wide range of habitats including marine hydrothermal vents, gas hydrate-bearing habitats, 

cold methane seeps, cave rock walls, marine sediments, soils, wastewater treatment 

bioreactors, deep sea hypersaline anoxic lakes, and oil-exposed microbial mats [18-28]. 

Recently, as part of an extensive single cell genomic study of 9 different habitats, Rinke 

et al. [29] reported on the recovery of four SAGs from WS3 single cells. Phylogenomic-

based analysis using conserved marker genes indicated the monophyletic nature of WS3 
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as part of the Fibrobacteres–Chlorobi–Bacteroidetes (FCB) superphylum together with 

“Marinimicrobia” (SAR406), “Cloacimonetes” (WWE1), Gemmatimonadetes, and 

Caldithrix. The name “Latescibacteria” (hiding small rods) was suggested for the 

candidate phylum. 

However, little is known about the biological capabilities of this phylum, and no 

systematic attempts have been made to reconstruct its metabolic potential. Thus, we here 

present a detailed analysis of the metabolic and physiological capabilities, and putative 

ecological roles of four “Latescibacteria” SAGs obtained from two different aquatic 

environments. Our analysis suggests that the “Latescibacteria” recovered from Sakinaw 

Lake and Etoliko lagoon transform algal detritus sinking from sunlit surface waters into 

fermentation products with the potential to contribute to microbial food webs in 

anaerobic waters below.  
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Materials and Methods 
	
Origin of “Latescibacteria” SAGs. “Latescibacteria” SAGs analyzed in this study were 

obtained from two different locations [29]: Three SAGs originated from a single sample 

obtained from the anaerobic monimolimnion of Sakinaw lake (British Columbia, Canada) 

at 49°40'30"N, 124°2'2.4"W coordinates, and a depth of 120m (Gies et al 2014). A fourth 

SAG was obtained by sampling anaerobic sediments in Etoliko Lagoon, a coastal lagoon 

in the south of Aetolia-Acarnania, Greece, at the deepest point (~27.5 m) at 

38°28'59.54"N, 21°19'17.44"E. Single cell sorting and lysis, whole genome 

amplification, identification via 16S rRNA gene sequencing of amplified genomes, as 

well as SAG sequencing, assemblies and estimates of genome completion were 

previously described [29]. The four “Latescibacteria” SAGs were deposited under 

Genbank assembly IDs: NZ_ASMB00000000.1, NZ_AQSL00000000.1, 

ASWY00000000.1, and AQRO00000000.1, and in Integrated Microbial Genomics 

(IMG) under SAG IDs: SCGC AAA252-D10, SCGC AAA252-B13 and SCGC 

AAA252-E07 for Sakinaw lake SAGs, and SCGC AAA257-K07 for the Etoliko lagoon 

SAG. These SAGs will henceforth be referred to as S-D10, S-B13, and S-E07 for 

Sakinaw Lake SAGs, and E-K07 for Etoliko Lagoon SAG. The type species for 

”Latescibacteria” is S-E07, for which the name Candidatus “Latescibacter anaerobius” 

has been proposed [29].  

Detailed analysis was conducted on S-E07, which has the highest estimated 

genome completion (73.02%) among the “Latescibacteria” SAGs. The closely related S-

B13 (94% 16S rRNA gene sequence similarity to SAG S-E07) with 57.1% estimated 

genome completion was used to confirm shared gene content and fill pathway holes when 
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needed. Only general metabolic features for SAG S-D10 (94% 16S rRNA gene sequence 

similarity to S-E07, and 96% to S-B13) are discussed, given its low percentage of 

estimated genome completeness (38.2%). Due to the observed differences between the 3 

Sakinaw Lake SAGs, and the Etoliko lagoon SAG E-K07 (85-86% 16S rRNA gene 

sequence similarity to Sakinaw Lake SAGs), as well as its low estimated genome 

completion (23.02 %), analysis of SAG E-K07 was restricted to identifying variation in 

conserved genes or pathways between “Latescibacteria” SAGs from two distinct 

locations.  

Genome annotation, general genomic features, and metabolic reconstruction. The 

IMG platform (http://img.jgi.doe.gov) was used for genome functional annotation. 

Detailed metabolic reconstruction of relevant pathways was performed with both KEGG 

[30] and Metacyc [31] databases. As part of the IMG annotation pipeline, CRISPR 

elements are detected with CRT [32] and PILERCR [33]. Predictions from both methods 

are concatenated and in case of overlapping elements, the shorter one is removed. Overall 

annotation followed procedures outlined in [13]: In brief, proteases, peptidases, and 

protease inhibitors were identified with Blastp against the Merops database [34]. 

Transporters were identified with the transporter classification database (TCDB) [35]. 

dbCAN HMMs [36] were used to identify carbohydrate active enzymes (CAZymes) 

including glycoside hydrolases (GH), polysaccharide lyases (PL), and carboxyl esterases 

(CE) following the classification scheme of the Carbohydrate active enzyme (CAZy) 

database [37].  
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Results 
	
Phylogenetic affiliation and general genomic features of “Latescibacteria” SAGs. All 

four SAGS were affiliated with the candidate order PBS_III_9 based on phylogenetic 

analysis of the candidate phylum “Latescibacteria” using 1198 near-full length 16S 

rRNA gene sequences (Fig. 2-1A). Sakinaw lake SAGs belonged to family I, while 

Etoliko lagoon SAG E-K07 belonged to family VI within this order (Fig. 2-1B). General 

genomic features for each SAG are shown in Table 1.  

Metabolic potential of Sakinaw Lake SAGs. Anabolic pathways identified in S-E07 

and S-B13 include machinery for the production of amino acids, cofactors, fatty acids, 

purines and pyrimidines, terpenoid unit backbone, and glycerophospholipids. In addition, 

the SAGs encode near-complete replication, transcriptional, and translational 

machineries. The presence of genes for lipopolysaccharide (LPS) biosynthesis and 

pathway for LPS insertion in the outer membrane suggests a Gram-negative cell wall.  

 Catabolical pathways identified in S-E07 and S-B13 indicate a heterotrophic 

lifestyle. Moreover, the apparent absence of a respiratory chain suggests sole dependence 

on fermentative pathways and substrate level phosphorylation for coupled energy release 

and conservation. Both S-E07 and S-B13 encode a diverse array of carbohydrate active 

enzymes (CAZymes), with a conspicuous enrichment (Genes/Mbp), and diversity 

(number of different families) of polysaccharide lyases (PLs) (Fig. 2-2). In contrast, the 

SAGs are relatively depauperate in genes encoding glycoside hydrolases (GHs) including 

enzymes involved in the degradation of cellulose (1 putative endoglucanase (GH5), 3 

putative β-glucosidases (GH3, GH116, and GH9), and no putative cellobiohydrolase), 

and enzymes involved in the degradation of xylans (xylanases, and β-xylosidases).  
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  Interestingly, many of the polymers that S-E07 and S-B13 are predicted to 

degrade are integral components of cell walls of the green algal phyla Charophyta (most 

commonly encountered in freshwater habitats), and Chlorophyta (widely distributed in 

freshwater, marine, and terrestrial habitats), as well as the brown algal Class 

Phaeophyceae. Green and brown algal cell walls are complex, with a diverse array of 

structural fibrillar polymers enmeshed in complex matrices with crystalline polymer 

components (Fig. 2-3). Both S-E07 and S-B13 encode genes necessary for the conversion 

of these cell wall components, including pectin, alginate, ulvans, fucans, hydroxyproline-

rich glycoproteins (HRGP), e.g. arabinogalactan proteins (AGP) and extensins, and 

xyloglucan (Table 2-2). Moreover, the SAGs also encode pathways mediating the 

conversion of soluble organic compounds commonly utilized for storage in algae (e.g. 

starch and trehalose). A more in depth description of these capabilities follows. 

Algal cell wall degradation potential.   

1. Pectins. Pectins are components of the amorphous matrix and outer lattice of 

Charophyta cell wall (Fig. 2-3A) [38]. Both S-E07 and S-B13 encode machinery for 

depolymerizing the pectic polysaccharide homogalacturonan (HG) (Table 2-2). They 

encode carboxyl esterases (CE8 and CE12) for the removal of accessory acetyl and 

methyl groups attached to the backbone, pectin lyase and pectate lyase (PL1, and PL10) 

to breakdown the backbone to oligosaccharides with 4-deoxy-α-D-galact-4-enuronosyl 

groups at their non-reducing ends, exopolygalacturonate lyase (PL9) to cleave 

digalacturonate unit, and oligogalacturonide lyase (PL22) to degrade the digalacturonate 

units to 5-dehydro-4-deoxy-D-glucuronate and galacturonic acid as the final end products 

of HG degradation [39, 40]. In addition to HG, S-E07 and S-B13 encode all the necessary 
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machinery to degrade rhamnogalacturonan I (RGI) (Table 2-2). These include carboxyl 

esterases (CE8 and CE12), rhamnogalacturonan endolyase (PL11) that attack the 

backbone to produce oligosaccharides with L-rhamnopyranose at the reducing end and 4-

deoxy-4,5-unsaturated D-galactopyranosyl uronic acid at the non-reducing end, 

rhamnogalacturonan exolyase (PL11) that attacks those oligosaccharides to release the 

disaccharide 2-O-(4-deoxy-beta-L-threo-hex-4-enopyranuronosyl)-alpha-L-

rhamnopyranose from the reducing end, and d-4,5-unsaturated β-glucuronyl hydrolase 

(GH88) that degrades those disaccharides to rhamnose and 5-dehydro-4-deoxy-D-

glucuronate. The SAGs also encode β-galactosidase (GH42) for removal of galactosyl 

sugar substitutions [39, 40]. 

2. Alginate. Alginates are present in the brown algal cell walls enmeshing fibrillar 

cellulose and also in the interfibrillar layers with fucans (Fig. 2-3C) [41]. Both S-E07 and 

S-B13 encode PLs for the complete degradation of alginate (Table 2-2). These PLs 

include alginate lyases (PL6, PL15, PL17) that break down the alginate backbone 

producing oligosaccharides with 4-deoxy-α-L-erythro-hex-4-enopyranuronosyl groups at 

their non-reducing ends, as well as oligoalginate lyase (PL15, and PL17) that exolytically 

cleave these oligosaccharides into monosaccharides and releases 4-deoxy-α-L-erythro-

hex-4-enopyranuronose from the non-reducing end. The produced 4-deoxy-α-L-erythro-

hex-4-enopyranuronose is spontaneously converted into 5-dehydro-4-deoxy-D-

glucuronate as the final end product of alginate degradation [42].  

3. Fucans. In addition to pectin and alginate, S-E07, and S-B13 also encode machinery 

for fucan degradation. Fucans are present, together with alginates, in brown algal cell 

walls interfibrillar matrix (Fig. 2-3C) [41]. Fucans exhibit wide variations in chemical 
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structures, ranging from the highly sulfated homofucan polymers to the highly branched 

high-uronic-acid, low-sulfate-containing polymers (xylofucoglucan, xylofucogalactan, 

xylofucomannan, xylofucoglucuronan) [41]. However, mechanistic details on the 

degradation of fucans are still in their infancy. Genomic analysis of “Latescibacteria” 

SAGs that S-E07, and S-B13 have the capacity to transform several fucans including 

homofucans, sulfated-xylofucoglucan, and sulfated-xylofucoglucoronan. Indeed, a 

potential homofucan-degrading enzyme with sequence similarity to Mariniflexile 

fucanivorans fucoidan lyase could attack the backbone releasing unsaturated, non-

sulfated fucan di- and tetrasaccharides. The SAGs also encode many α-fucosidases 

(GH29, and GH95), that could attack those oligosaccharides and release fucosyl residues 

from the reducing end. Genomic evidence for the degradation of the highly branched 

high-uronic-acid, low-sulfate-containing polymers include many α-fucosidases (GH29, 

and GH95), and one α-glucuronidase (GH67).  

4. Ulvans. Ulvans are present in the amorphous interfibrillar matrix of Chlorophyta cell 

walls (Fig. 2-3B) [43-45]. Ulvan backbones are made of a few repeating disaccharides. 

However, the exact composition of ulvans is largely unknown. One important 

characteristic of ulvans is the presence of unusual sugars, e.g. iduronic acid, in its 

backbone [44]. Iduronic acid is also an important constituent of mammalian 

glycosaminoglycans (GAGs), e.g. heparan sulfate, dermatan sulfate, heparin [46]. 

“Latescibacteria” SAGs harbor several PLs annotated as heparin and heparan lyase 

(PL12 and PL21). Structural similarity in sugar composition between ulvans and 

mammalian GAGs such as heparin suggest that those polysaccharide lyases (annotated as 

PL12 and PL21 with heparinase activity) might be potential ulvan lyases responsible for 
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ulvan backbone cleavage to produce di- and tetrasaccharides with an unsaturated β-

glucuronyl residue located at the non-reducing end [47]. SAGs also harbor several copies 

of unsaturated glucuronyl hydrolases (GH88) that could potentially act on the 

oligosaccharides produced and release 5-dehydro-4-deoxy-D-glucuronate and other sugar 

residues, e.g. rhamnose, and xylose, as end products.  

5. Xyloglucan. Xyloglucan is a component of Charophyta and Chlorophyta cell wall 

usually present in association with cellulose microfibrils (Figs. 2-3A and 2-3B) [48-50]. 

Both S-E07 and S-B13 encode machinery to degrade xyloglucan, a component of 

Charophyta and Chlorophyta cell walls usually present in association with cellulose 

microfibrils (Figs. 2-3A and 2-3B) [48-50], including endo-β-1,4-glucanases (GH74), 

that cleave the xyloglucan backbone at locations of unsubstituted glycosyl moieties and 

give rise to a mixture of oligosaccharides, α-1,2-fucosidase (GH95), and β-galactosidases 

(GH2, GH42) that attack those oligosaccharides to give rise to XXXG xyloglucans. The 

latter oligosaccharide can be attacked by oligoxyloglucan β-glycosidase (GH3) 

generating isoprimeverose (Xyl-α(1,6)-Glu), and glucose. However, no homologs of 

oligoxyloglucan β-glycosidase were identified.  

6. Hydroxyproline-rich, other O-linked, and N-linked glycoproteins. Hydroxyproline-

rich glycoproteins (HRGP) are minor components in green algal cell walls (Fig. 2-3) [51, 

52]. Both S-E07, and S-B13 SAGs encode β-L-arabinofuranosidase (GH127) that 

specifically targets arabinose residues attached to hydroxyproline in extensins [53] and 

release the sugar monomer arabinose. The SAGs also encode machinery for 

arabinogalactan protein (AGP) degradation including endo-β-1,6-galactanases (GH30) 

that hydrolyses the β-1,6-galactan side chains and gives rise to galactan oligosaccharides, 
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β-galactosidases (GH2, GH42), β-glucuronidase (GH79), α-fucosidase (GH29, GH95), 

and α-rhamnosidase (GH28, GH78, GH106) that attack the produced oligosaccharides 

and release substituting sugar monomers, e.g. galactose, glucuronic acid, fucose, and 

rhamnose [54]. In addition to HRGP degradation potential, the SAGs encode several α-

N-acetylgalactosaminidases (GH109) that specifically release N-acetylgalactosaminyl 

residues from O-linked glycoproteins [55 ], as well as several α-mannosidases (GH38) 

that could potentially release mannosyl residues from N-linked glycoproteins [56]. 

Recently, sialic acid (neuraminic acid), a 9-carbon sugar acid was identified in green 

algal N-linked glycoproteins [57]. While a sialidase (GH33) homologue was not 

identified in the SAGs, they do encode for all the enzymes required for sialic acid 

degradation, including sialate O-acetylesterase, N-acetylneuraminate lyase, and N-acyl-

D-glucosamine 2-epimerase that will collectively degrade sialic acid into pyruvate and N-

acetyl-glucosamine (NAG).   

7. Degradation of cell wall proteins. Both S-E07 and S-B13 SAGs encode multiple 

peptidases that can attack the peptide moiety of glycoproteins in algal cell walls (Table 2-

3). The majority of these peptidases (~66% in S-E07, and 63.4% in S-B13) are thought to 

be nutritional, where they non-specifically break down proteins into oligopeptides 

(protease families C25, M06, M10, M20, M41, M48, M50, S01, S08, S09, S41, S54, and 

U62), dipeptides (protease family M19), and free amino acids (protease families M24, 

M28, S49, T03). 

8. Sulfatase activity on sulfated polysaccharide. Both S-E07 and S-B13 encode 

multiple sulfatases (n = 14 in S-E07 and n = 3 in S-B13) belonging to the family of 

arylsulfatases (pfam 00884). Many of the polymers in marine algal cell walls are sulfated, 
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e.g. ulvans, homofucans, sulfated-xylofucoglucan, and sulfated-xylofucoglucoronan [58]. 

Removal of the sulfate groups from such polysaccharides prior to their degradation 

facilitates access of GHs and PLs to side chains and backbones [59]. The SAGs also 

harbor the essential anaerobic sulfatase maturation enzyme-coding gene [60] for post-

translational modification of a critical Cys or Ser in the active site to a C-α-formylglycine 

[61]. 

Degradation of algal storage compounds and additional polymers of non-algal 

origin. In addition to algal cell wall components, both S-E07 and S-B13 encode GHs that 

could potentially target algal intracellular carbon storage compounds, or secreted 

polysaccharides sourced from other organisms. The SAGs encode GHs specific for starch 

(α-amylase belonging to GH119, GH57, GH13, and α-glucosidase belonging to GH97), 

as well as for trehalose (trehalase/maltase belonging to GH65) degradation. Starch is 

recognized as an important intracellular storage compound in green algae and green 

plants [62], while trehalose is an intracellular storage compound in brown algae [41]. In 

addition, S-E07 and S-B13 encode β-fructofuranosidase (GH32) specific for sucrose, and 

endo1,4-poly-D-galactosaminidase (GH114) specific for poly-D-galactosamine (Table 2-

2). 

Extracellular polymeric substance (EPS) as additional potential source of energy for 

the “Latescibacteria”. EPS forms extensive mucilaginous sheath outside the algal cell 

wall and function in adhesion, gliding motility, biofilm formation, and protection. 

Although the exact chemistry of EPS is not entirely known, EPS was shown to be 

composed mainly of polysaccharides (up to 75%), with minor protein content (2-10%). 

The polysaccharide fraction is rich in uronic acids, as well as monosaccharides, mainly 
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glucose, galactose, mannose, xylose, arabinose, fucose, and rhamnose [63, 64]. As 

mentioned above, “Latescibacteria” SAGs harbor genes involved in the uptake and 

catabolism of all such components.  

“Latescibacteria” SAGs harbor extensive transport systems for sugars, and amino 

acids/oligopeptides uptake. Both S-E07 and S-B13 encode several non-specific porins 

for transport of substrates across the outer membrane, coupled to specialized transporters 

in the inner membrane, including multiple secondary (symport), ABC (ATP-binding 

cassette), and phosphotransferase system (PTS) transporters for the uptake of a wide 

array of monomers, e.g. those putatively produced from the degradation of all polymers 

described above (Fig. 2-4, Table 2-2). Uronic acids and uronic acid derivatives are 

potentially imported using a single common transporter (a sugar phosphate permease 

transporter of the major facilitator superfamily similar to ExuT transporter of Ralstonia 

solanacearum [65]). Fucose, rhamnose, as well as xylose are potentially imported via 

dedicated proton symporters, while glucose and galactose are potentially imported via 

dedicated sodium symporters. Moreover, the SAGs encode components of dedicated 

ABC transporters for arabinose, ribose, and oligopeptides and dipeptides as well as 

components of the PTS specific for N-acetylgalactosamine, fructose, and mannose 

import. The SAGs also encode a complete two-component signal transduction system for 

sensing di/tricarboxylates, e.g. malate, citrate, (DctBD), as well as a tripartite ATP-

independent di/tricarboxylate transport system (TRAP) (DctPQM) [66]. 

Catabolism of imported sugars. Both S-E07 and S-B13 encode extensive pathways for 

the catabolism of a wide array of sugars, sugar acids, amino sugars, amino acids, as well 

as citrate and malate. Monomer degradation pathways in the SAGs are predicted to 
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converge on one of three central metabolic routes, (i) feeding into the EMP pathway (for 

glucose, galactose, mannose, fructose, sugar acids, amino sugars, aspartate, and citrate 

and malate), (ii) feeding into PPP (for xylose, ribose, and arabinose), or (iii) the special 

fucose and rhamnose degradation pathways to propionate and propanol.  

Monomer catabolism is depicted in (Fig. 2-5). Briefly, the genomes encode a 

complete glycolytic pathway for metabolism of various C6 sugars to pyruvate, including 

glucose, galactose, mannose, and fructose and the amino sugars N-acetylgalactosamine, 

N-acetylglucosamine, and D-galactosamine. The genomes also encode the necessary 

enzymes for channeling the C6 sugar acids galacturonic acid, glucuronic acid, and 5-

dehydro-4-deoxy-D-glucuronate to the central metabolite 2-dehydro-3-deoxy-D-

gluconate (KDG), which is subsequently converted to pyruvate and glyceraldehyde-3-

phosphate (GAP), that feed into the EMP. In addition, the amino acid aspartate, as well as 

dicarboxylates (malate) and tricarboxylates (citrate) that could potentially serve as C and 

energy source are catabolized via conversion to oxaloacetate and subsequently to 

phosphoenolpyruvate (PEP). On the other hand, the C5 sugars xylose, ribose, and 

arabinose are metabolized via the non-oxidative branch of the pentose phosphate pathway 

by first conversion to xylulose-5-P. Collectively, the metabolism of these compunds via 

the EMP or the PPP results in the production of pyruvate. Pyruvate could potentially be 

converted to acetyl-CoA via the action of pyruvate:ferredoxin oxidoreductase. Indeed, as 

indicated previously, the SAGs encode the machinery necessary for substrate-level 

phosphorylation including acetyl CoA synthase, as well as propanediol transacetylase and 

acetate kinase, both of which convert acetyl-CoA to acetate with concomitant ATP 

production (Fig. 2-5).  
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 Fucose and rhamnose metabolism requires a different catabolic pathway and 

partially occurs in an intracellular bacterial microcompartment (BMC) to protect against 

cellular damage by containing the reactive intermediate propionaldehyde [67, 68]. Both 

S-E07 and S-B13 encode a dedicated pathway for the degradation of fucose and 

rhamnose to lactaldehyde and dihydroxyacetone-phosphate. Several genes encoding for 

BMC structural shell proteins with BMC domains (pfam 00936, as well as pfam 03319) 

were identified in the SAGs consistent with a recent observation by Axen and colleagues 

exploring the taxonomic distribution of BMCs across bacterial phyla [69]. Inside the 

BMC, lactaldehyde is converted to 1,2-propanediol (1, 2-PD). Although homologues for 

1,2-PD dehydratase, the enzyme responsible for conversion of 1,2-PD to 

propionaldehyde, were not identified in S-E07 and S-B13, both SAGs harbor NAD-

dependent aldehyde dehydrogenase, and NADH-dependent alcohol dehydrogenase for 

conversion of propionaldehyde to propionyl-CoA, and propanol, respectively. Propionyl-

CoA can then be converted to propionate with the concomitant production of 1 mole of 

ATP per propionate produced. 

Additional genomic features. Both S-E07 and S-B13 encode machinery for pili and 

flagella production, enabling potential attachment to surfaces [70], as well as gas vesicles 

production for maintaining a position in the water column with the most favorable growth 

conditions [71]. In addition, the SAGs encode multiple oxidative stress enzymes that 

counter harmful effects of changing oxygen tension caused by vertical migration in the 

stratified water column while in pursuit of decaying algal cells or other food particles. 

These include rubrerythrin, rubredoxin, rubredoxin oxidoreductase, superoxide reductase 

(desulfoferredoxin), ferritin-like protein, NADPH-dependent alkyl hydroperoxide 
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reductase, and glutathione peroxidase [72], as well as machinery for bacillithiol 

biosynthesis, a thiol implicated in peroxide sensing [72-75].  

General features of Etoliko lagoon SAG E-K07. While the Etoliko lagoon SAG E-K07 

shared similar metabolic potential with respect to algal cell wall polymer degradation to 

the Sakinaw Lake SAGs several unique features were apparent. In addition to harboring a 

large genome (estimated size 7.7 Mbp, Table 1) E-K07 encodes machinery for the 

following: (1) Degradation of the amino acids Thr, D-Cys, Glu, and Met, (2) 

Neuraminidase (GH33) gene for cleavage of sialic acid residues from N-linked 

glycoproteins, and endo-β-1,4-glucuronan lyase (PL20) [76], that targets β-(1→4)-

glucuronan, a minor polysaccharide present in green algal cell walls [77], and (3) A 

papain (peptidase family C01), and a hyicolysin-like peptidase (family M30), possibly 

involved in matrix degradation. Also, E-K07 SAG encodes several stress response 

pathways, signal transduction, and defense mechanisms that were not identified in 

Sakinaw Lake SAGs. These include (1) oxidative stress enzymes catalase and 

ferroxidase, (2) CRISPR-associated genes including the 6 core cas genes (cas1-cas6), as 

well as the CRISPR-associated csn1 gene [78], and (3) type VI secretion system 

including ten of the thirteen core tss genes [79].  
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Table 2-1. General genomic features of "Latescibacteria" SAGs. 

	

 SAGs from Sakinaw Lake SAG from Etoliko Lagoon 
SCGC AAA252-E07 SCGC AAA252-B13 SCGC AAA252-D10 SCGC AAA257-K07 

Genome size, Mb 2.3 1.49 0.5 1.77 
Estimated genome completeness, 
% 

73.02 57.09 38.17 23.02 

Estimated size, Mb 3.15 2.61 1.31 7.69 
GC %  42.07 40.86 40.86 42.12 
% Non coding DNA 14.6 15.1 16.6 13.8 
Average gene length, bp 988 947 762 980 
RNA genes     

5S rRNA Count  1 1 1 1 
16S rRNA Count  1 0* 1 1 
23S rRNA Count  1 1 1 1 
tRNA Count  27 18 10 19 

Number of CDS 1951 1558 647 1534 
with function prediction 1451 1158 433 1073 
without function prediction 500 400 214 461 

 
* The S-B13 16S rRNA couldn’t be retrieved via the whole genome shotgun approach, however the 
affiliation of S-B13 to CP-“Latescibateria” was confirmed through analyzing the amplified and Sanger-
sequenced full-length 16S rRNA gene. 
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Table 2-2. Polymers potentially targeted by "Latescibacteria", their distribution 
and occurence in algae, structure, degradation enzymes encoded in 
"Latescibacteria" SAGs, potential degradation products, their transport systems 
encoded in the SAGs and pathways. 

	

Polymer Distribution Degradation Products Transport system Central 
pathway 

1. Pectin 
Homogalacturonan Land plants 

and 
Charophyta 
green algae 

Pectin methylesterase Pectinate/ Pectate 
(demethylated) 

 EMP 

Pectin acetylesterase Deacetylated polymer  
Pectin lyase, pectate 
lyase 

Oligosaccharides with 
4-deoxy-α-D-galact-4-
enuronosyl groups at 
their non-reducing 
ends 

 

Exopolygalacturonate 
lyase 

digalacturonate  

Oligogalacturonide 
lyase 

5-dehydro-4-deoxy-D-
glucuronate 

ExuT symporter 

galacturonic acid 
Rhamnogalacturonan I Pectin methylesterase Demethylated RGI   

Pectin acetylesterase Deacetylated RGI   
Rhamnogalacturonan 
endolyase 

Oligosaccharides with 
L-rhamnopyranose at 
the reducing end and 
4-deoxy-4,5-
unsaturated D-
galactopyranosyl 
uronic acid at the non-
reducing end 

  

Rhamnogalacturonan 
exolyase 

disaccharide 2-O-(4-
deoxy-beta-L-threo-
hex-4-
enopyranuronosyl)-
alpha-L-
rhamnopyranose 

  

d-4,5-unsaturated β-
glucuronyl hydrolase 

rhamnose Rhamnose:proton 
symporter 

BMC 

5-dehydro-4-deoxy-D-
glucuronate 

ExuT symporter EMP 

β-galactosidase Galactose Galactose:sodium 
symporter 

EMP 

Alginates Brown Algae Poly β-D-mannuronate 
lyase 

Oligosaccharides with 
4-deoxy-α-L-erythro-
hex-4-
enopyranuronosyl 
groups at their non-
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reducing ends 
Oligoalginate lyase 4-deoxy-α-L-erythro-

hex-4-
enopyranuronose 
spontaneously 
converted to 5-
dehydro-4-deoxy-D-
glucuronate 

ExuT symporter EMP 

2. Fucans 
Homofucan Brown Algae Sulfatase  Unsulfated 

homofucans 
  

Fucoidan lyase-like 
protein (hypothetical 
protein) 

Unsaturated, non-
sulfated di- and 
tetrasaccharides 

  

α-L-fucosidase Fucose  Fucose:proton 
symporter 

BMC 

Xylofucogalactan/ 
xylofucomannan 

Sulfatase Unsulfated fucans   
α-L-fucosidase Fucose  Fucose:proton 

symporter 
BMC 

β-glucuronidase Glucuronic acid ExuT symporter EMP 
Xylofucoglucuronan Sulfatase Unsulfated fucans   

 α-L-fucosidase Fucose  Fucose:proton 
symporter 

BMC 

3. Ulvans Chlorophyta Sulfatase Unsulfated ulvans   
Heparin lyase Unsaturated, non-

sulfated di- and 
tetrasaccharides 

  

d-4,5-unsaturated β-
glucuronyl hydrolase 

5-dehydro-4-deoxy-D-
glucuronate 

ExuT symporter EMP 

Rhamnose Rhamnose:proton 
symporter 

BMC 

Xylose Xylose:proton 
symporter 

PPP 

4. Xyloglucan Land plants, 
some green 
algae 

endo-β-1,4-glucanase A mixture of 
oligosaccharides  

  

α-1,2-fucosidase Fucose  Fucose:proton 
symporter 

BMC 

β-galactosidase Galactose Galactose:sodium 
symporter 

EMP 

β-glucosidase Glucose Glucose:sodium 
symporter 

EMP 

5. Hydroxyproline-rich glycoprotein (HRGP) 
Extensin Land plants, 

some green 
algae 

β-L-
arabinofuranosidase 

Arabinose ABC transporter PPP 

Arabinogalactan 
protein (AGP) 

endo-β-1,6-galactanase 
(?) 

galactan 
oligosaccharides 

  

β-glucuronidase Glucuronic acid ExuT symporter EMP 
α-Fucosidase Fucose Fucose:proton 

symporter 
BMC 

α-rhamnosidase Rhamnose Rhamnose:proton 
symporter 

BMC 

β-galactosidase Galactose Galactose:sodium 
symporter 

EMP 

6. Others 
Extracellular proteins All organisms Non-specific Oligopeptides ABC transporter  
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endopeptidases 
Dipeptidases Dipeptides ABC transporter  
Dipeptide peptidase, 
aminopeptidases, or 
Carboxypeptidases 

Free amino acids Symporters for 
Pro, Ala, Asp, 
Glu, Gly, cationic 
aa 
ABC transporter 
for Pro 

EMP (Asp 
and Glu) 

Starch Land plants, 
and green 
algae storage 
compounds 

α-amylase Oligosaccharides   
α-glucosidase Glucose  Glucose:sodium 

symporter 
EMP 

Trehalose Brown algae 
storage 
compound 

Trehalase Glucose  Glucose:sodium 
symporter 

EMP 

Glucose-1-P   
Poly-D-galactosamine Some fungi 

such as 
Aspergillus, 
and 
Neurocrassa 

Endo1,4-poly-D-
galactosaminidase 

Galactosamine PTS EMP 
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Table 2-3. Number of peptidases belonging to various Merops peptidase families 
identified in "Latescibacteria" genomes and their possible physiological roles. 

	

Merops 
Family 

Genomes Annotation  Possible physiological function 
S-E07 S-B13 

A08 1 1 Signal peptidase II [EC: 
3.4.23.36] 

Protein activation 

A24 1 0 Type IV prepilin peptidase 
1 [EC: 3.4.23.43] 

Protein activation 

A31 2 1 Hydrogenase 3 maturation 
protease [EC: 3.4.23.51] 

Protein activation 

C14 2 0 Apoptosis caspase Protein activation 
C25 1 0 Gingipain Matrix degradation 
C39 0 2 Bacteriocin processing* Activation and transport of peptide AB 
C45 1 0 Isopenicillin-N N-

acyltransferase [EC: 
2.3.1.164]* 

Protein modification 

M06 2 0 Metalloprotease Possibly nutritional, non-specific. 
M10 0 1 Matrixin Matrix degradation 
M16 3 4 Signal peptidase Protein activation 
M19 1 2 Membrane dipeptidase 

[EC: 3.4.13.19] 
Possibly nutritional 

M20 2 2 Metalloprotease  Hydrolysis of the late products of protein 
degradation so as to complete the 
conversion of proteins to free amino 
acids. Possibly nutritional, non-specific. 

M22 2 1 Hydrogenase maturation 
protease 

Protein activation 

M23 7 3 Membrane-bound 
metallopeptidase 

Bacterial cell wall lysis. Possibly 
defensive or feeding mechanism 

M24 1 1 Methionyl aminopeptidase 
[EC: 3.4.11.18] 

Removal of the initiating methionine of 
many proteins 

M28 0 5 Predicted aminopeptidase, 
Iap family 

Removal of amino acids from N-
terminus. Possibly nutritional 

M41 1 1 Membrane protease FtsH 
catalytic subunit [EC: 
3.4.24.-] 

Degrading unneeded or damaged 
membrane proteins 

M48 0 1 Endopeptidase Degradation of abnormal proteins 
M50 2 1 Intra-membrane protease Protein activation or possibly nutritional 
M56 2 3 Potential penicillin-binding 

protein required for 
induction of beta-lactamase 

Antirepressor regulating drug resistance 

S01 2 5 Trypsin-like serine 
proteases 

Possibly nutritional, non-specific 
proteolysis 

S08 4 1 Subtilisin-like serine 
proteases 

Possibly nutritional, non-specific 
proteolysis 

S09 2 0 Non-specific 
metalloprotease 

Degradation of biologically active 
peptides. Possibly nutritional 

S24 0 2 RecA-mediated 
autopeptidases 

SOS-response transcriptional repressors 
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S26 1 0 Signal peptidase I [EC: 
3.4.21.89] 

Protein activation 

S41 1 1 C-terminal processing 
peptidase-3 

Degradation of incorrectly synthesized 
proteins 

S49 0 1 Signal peptide peptidase A.  Degrade the signal peptide cleaved by 
signal peptidases. Possibly nutritional 

S54 1 1 Rhomboid intra-membrane 
protease 

Protein activation or possibly nutritional 

T01 1 1 ATP-dependent protease 
HslVU, peptidase subunit 

Turnover of intracellular proteins 

T03 1 0 Gamma-
glutamyltransferase.  

Degradation of glutathione by cleavage of 
the gamma-glutamyl bond 

U62 3 0 Predicted Zn-dependent 
protease 

Possibly nutritional, non-specific 
proteolysis 

Total 47 41   
*: Biosynthetic genes for the related antibiotic were not identified in the genome. Possibly performing a 
different function. 
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Fig. 2-1. Updated taxonomic outline for candidate phylum “Latescibacteria” (A), 

and for the candidate order PBSIII_9 (B). Neighbor joining trees were constructed 

using Jukes-Cantor corrections in MEGA6-Beta2 [100]. Bootstrap values (in percent) are 

based on 1000 replicates and are shown for branches with more than 50% bootstrap 

support. Numbers in parentheses represent the number of sequences in each WS3 

candidate order. 
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Fig. 2-2. Total number of PLs (white columns) and GHs (black columns) per Mbp of 

various pectinolytic and lignocellulolytic microorganisms’ genomes. Note that, 

compared to other genomes, “Latescibacteria” SAGS are enriched in PLs as opposed to 

GHs. The inset shows SAGs S-E07 and S-B13 different PL families as a fraction of total 

PLs.  
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Fig. 2-3. Schematic representation of algal cell walls. The cell wall composition differs 

between various algal groups [43]. Within the Charophyta (A), the wall is formed of an 

inner fibrillar layer made of cellulose microfibrils. The fibrillar layer is enmeshed in and 

surrounded by a middle amorphous matrix of pectin (homogalacturonan, HG, and 

rhamnogalacturonan I, RGI) that anchors the inner fibrillar cellulose layer to an outer 

lattice of homogalacturonan. Extracellular polymeric substances or mucilages are also 

present outside the outer lattice [38, 43, 101]. Similarly, cell walls of Chlorophyta (B) 

contain skeletal polysaccharides enmeshed in a matrix. However, the skeletal 

polysaccharides in Chlorophyta cell walls form double fibrillar layers (inner layer and 

outer layer) with an amorphous matrix in between. The fibrillar layers vary in 

composition between cellulose, β-1,3-xylans or β-1,4-mannans or complex 

heteropolymers, and are rich in hydroproline-rich glycoprotein such as extensins and 

AGPs. The amorphous matrix polysaccharides are generally in the form of ulvans (e.g. in 

Ulva species). Brown algal cell walls (C) consist of a fibrillar framework of cellulose 

microfibrils present in layers parallel to the cell surface but with no clear orientation 

within each layer. Two such layers are depicted in the figure. All cellulose layers are 

enmeshed in acidic polysaccharides, e.g. alginates. The interfibrillar matrices are 

composed of alginates and fucans [41, 43].  
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Fig. 2-4. Import systems in “Latescibacteria” predicted from the SAGs. Extracellular 

degradation of polymers, as detailed in Table 2, results in the production of monomers 

that could potentially be transported across the outer membrane (OM) of 

“Latescibacteria” cell wall through non-specific outer membrane porins (OMP). In the 

periplasm, those monomers are then transported across the inner membrane (IM) via 

dedicated transporters including (1) Secondary transporters: glucosamine (GluA), 

galactosamine (GalA), and 5-dehydro-4-deoxy-glucosamine (5-dehydro-4-deoxy-GluA) 

are potentially imported using a single common transporter ExuT. Fucose (Fuc), 

rhamnose (Rha), and xylose (Xyl) are imported via dedicated proton symporters, while 

glucose (Glu), and galactose (Gal) are imported via dedicated sodium symporters. (2) 

ATP-binding cassette (ABC) transporters: ribose (Rib) and arabinose (Ara) sugars, as 

well as oligopeptides and dipeptides have dedicated ABC transporters with specific 

periplasmic substrate binding protein (SBP), two membrane permeases (P), and an 

ATPase. And (3) Phosphotransferase system (PTS) transporters: mannose (Man), 

fructose (Fru), galactosamine (GalN), and N-acetyl galactosamine (N-Ac-GalN) are 

imported via dedicated PTS transporters with cytoplasmic enzyme-I component (E-I) and 

membrane associated enzyme II components (IIA, IIB, and IIC). Sugars are 

phosphorylated during this kind of transport. The SAGs also encode a dedicated signal 

transduction system, and a tripartite ATP-independnent transporter (TRAP) for sensing, 

and importing, respectively, dicarboxylates, e.g. malate, and tricarboxylates, e.g. citrate, 

across the inner membrane. The signal transduction system is composed of the sensor 

histidine kinase DctB, and the cytoplasmic response regulator DctD, while the TRAP 

transporter is composed of the periplasmic solute receptor (DctP), the membrane small 
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permease component (DctQ), and the membrane large permease component (DctM). 

TonB-dependent import of vitamin B12 and iron complexes is also predicted from the 

SAGs. Several proteins with Plug domains could potentially act as the outer membrane 

receptor protein for vitamin B12 and iron complexes. Binding of the ligand to the 

receptor activates TonB-dependent import across the outer membrane via three proteins 

TonB, ExbB, and ExbD, that couple proton motive force to ligand transport across the 

outer membrane. In the periplasm, vitamin B12 or iron complexes are then transported 

across the inner membrane via a dedicated ABC transporter. 
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Fig. 2-5. Metabolic reconstruction deduced from “Latescbacteria SAGs”. 

Metabolism is shown for the monomers produced during extracellular degradation of 

polymers (Table 2) followed by their transport across the outer and inner membranes as 

shown in Fig. 3. Three major routes are shown (depicted by red boxes) for the 

degradation of those monomers, Embden-Meyerhof-Paranas (EMP) pathway, Pentose 

phosphate pathway (PPP), and bacterial microcompartment (BMC) pathway. The BMC is 

depicted by an octahedral structure showing all reactions thought to occur inside of the 

BMC. All possible substrates potentially supporting growth are shown in blue, predicted 

final products are shown in red, and reactions with substrate level phosphorylations are 

shown by red arrows. Abbreviations (other than those mentioned in Fig. 3 legend): KDG, 

2-dehydro-3-deoxy-D-gluconate; Pyr, pyruvate; Asp, aspartic acid; OAA, oxaloacetate; 

α-KG, α-ketoglutarate; Glu, glucose; Fru, fructose; Fru-1,6-PP, fructose-1,6-

bisphosphate; DHAP, dihydroxyacetone phosphate; GAP, glyceraldehyde-3-phosphate; 

BPG, bisphosphoglycerate; G-3-P, 3-phosphoglycerate; G-2-P, 2-phosphoglycerate; PEP, 

phosphoenolpyruvate; Man, mannose; Gal, galactose; NAG, N-acetylglucosamine; 

NAGal, N-acetylgalactosamine; GluN, glucosamine; GalN, galactosamineRib, ribose; 

Ribu, ribulose; Xyl, xylose; Xylu, xylulose; Ara, arabinose; Rha, rhamnose; Fuc, fucose; 

L-Ald, lactaldehyde; 1,2-PD, 1,2-propanediol; P-ald, propionaldehyde; Prop-CoA, 

propionyl-CoA. 
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Discussion 
	
Our analysis of four “Latescibacteria” SAGs obtained from the anaerobic 

monimolimnion water column of Sakinaw Lake, and the anaerobic sediments of Etoliko 

lagoon revealed extensive saccharolytic and proteolytic capabilities, with preference for 

specific polysaccharides and glycoproteins such as pectins, alginates, fucans, ulvans, 

xyloglucans, starch, extensins, and arabinogalactan protein originating from algal cell 

walls and EPS. While the degradation of some of these polymers (e.g. pectins and 

alginates) have been fairly well characterized at the genomic, enzymatic, and organismal 

levels [39, 40, 42], limited information is available regarding the pathways, genes, and 

microorganisms mediating the degradation of others (e.g. fucans, ulvans, extensins and 

arabinogalactan proteins) [44, 46, 47, 53, 54, 80]. More importantly, our knowledge of 

the degradation of many of these compounds is based on the study of model aerobic 

organisms with little knowledge of such pathways in anaerobes. 

We argue that the observed patterns of polymer degradation, and 

monomer/oligomer transport and catabolism reflect niche specialization within 

“Latescibacteria” for survival and substrate acquisition in aquatic ecosystems. 

Specifically, we hypothesize that “Latescibacteria” SAGs analyzed in Sakinaw lake and 

Etoliko lagoon are involved in the degradation of a considerable fraction of algal cell wall 

polysaccharides and glycoprotein, algal EPS, and algal storage molecules within the 

detritus of green and brown algae originating at the oxic and photic zones and sinking to 

the anoxic and aphotic zones through sedimentation. Primary productivity is an important 

source for organic matter deposited in lakes [81, 82]. Algal cells represent up to 90% of 

such sinking organic matters, especially in stratified lakes like Sakinaw. Prior studies 
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have demonstrated that CO2 fixation by algae represents the major source of organic 

carbon input in Sakinaw Lake, with the water column being the main site for the 

degradation of fixed organic carbon [83]. The stratified nature and lack of upwelling 

within meromictic lakes results in greater accumulation of organic matter into the lake’s 

deeper anoxic layers [84]. The overall contribution of algal detritus to lacustrine 

sediments is often enhanced by the frequent occurrence of algal blooms, an ecological 

phenomenon predicted to increase due to global warming trends, and the progressive 

increase in fertilizers usage [85]. This has been reported in the lagoon systems of Western 

Greece, where the occurrence of algal blooms and subsequent sedimentation of organic 

matter represent one of the driving forces for the observed progressive eutrophication and 

anoxia within this ecosystem [86, 87].  

 It should also be noted that, in addition to polymers putatively degraded 

“Latescibacteria”, algal cells are known to produce considerable quantities of oils (up to 

60% of their weight), especially under unfavorable conditions (e.g. N and P starvation, 

temperature, salinity, or pH shifts, or heavy metal accumulation) [88, 89]. Interestingly, 

the analyzed SAGs lack all enzymes of the fatty acid degradation pathway to acetyl CoA. 

Similarly, cellulose represents an important constituent of green and brown algal cell wall 

[43], but the analyzed “Latescibacteria” SAGs display an extremely sparse cellulose 

degradation capacity. We reason that readily degradable components within algal 

detritus, e.g. cellular lipids and fatty acids, free proteins, and cellulose, are promptly 

utilized by microorganisms in the algal phycosphere [90-92], as well as by aerobic and 

anaerobic copiotrophs in the surrounding water column during the sedimentation process. 

Thus “Latescibacteria” residing in the deeper anaerobic layers of Sakinaw lake and 
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Etoliko lagoon sediments have evolved to specialize in the degradation of the more 

recalcitrant substrates that accumulate as algal detritus descends to deeper anoxic layers 

in stratified aquatic ecosystems. Indeed, studies in meromictic lakes have demonstrated 

that degradation of algal blooms occurs during sedimentation leading to biomass loss and 

chemical structure alteration of the algal blooms with depth [81, 82].  

  The proposed ecological role for members of the “Latescibacteria” strongly 

suggests cellular attachment to sinking algal detritus. “Latescibacteria” SAGs encode 

genes for flagella and pili production, and formation of gas vesicles; traits that could 

enhance cellular capacity for tracking and attachment to particulate organic matter. A 

recent survey of microbial communities in the oxygen starved Black Sea with 

considerable primary productivity within the upper oxic zone, shows higher relative 

abundance of “Latescibacteria” in particulate-associated samples derived from the deep 

anoxic zone when compared to water samples from the same location [24]. 

In addition to the major contribution to sinking organic matter in water bodies, 

algal biomass degradation under anaerobic conditions has recently received additional 

attention due to its potential use for biogas production [93-99]. Surprisingly, little is 

currently known regarding the microbial community involved in algal biomass 

degradation under anaerobic conditions [93]. Thus analysis of “Latescibacteria” SAGs 

directly contributes to our understanding of potential bacterial lineages involved in the 

anaerobic turnover of algal cell components. 

Finally, the “Latescibacteria” SAGs encode numerous biosynthetic capabilities 

and a rich repertoire of catabolic enzymes and transporters with the potential to promote 

growth on a large number of substrates. Such capabilities are in contrast to multiple 
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recently obtained genomes of several uncultured bacterial and archaeal CP, where sparse 

anabolic capabilities, small genome size, and apparent dependence on syntrophic 

interactions for growth were observed [9, 13]. As such, the reported physiological 

properties (anaerobic nature and predicted slow growth rate due to possession of a 

relatively large genome size and a single rRNA operon), metabolic capabilities (distinct 

preference to specific polymers and sugars/sugar acids, auxotrophy to specific amino 

acids), and ecological distribution (preference to anaerobic and eutrophic habitats) should 

be considered when designing strategies for the isolation of members of the 

“Latescibacteria”. 
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Abstract 
	
We investigated the global distribution patterns and pangenomic diversity of the 

candidate phylum “Latescibacteria” (WS3) in 16S rRNA gene as well as metagenomic 

datasets. We document distinct distribution patterns for various “Latescibacteria” orders 

in 16S rRNA gene datasets, with prevalence of orders sediment_1 in terrestrial, PBSIII_9 

in groundwater and temperate freshwater, and GN03 in pelagic marine, saline-

hypersaline, and wastewater habitats. Using a fragment recruitment approach, we 

identified 68.9 Mb of “Latescibacteria”-affiliated contigs in publicly available 

metagenomic datasets comprising 73,079 proteins. Metabolic reconstruction suggests a 

prevalent saprophytic lifestyle in all “Latescibacteria” orders, with marked capacities for 

the degradation of proteins, lipids, and polysaccharides predominant in plant, bacterial, 

fungal/crustacean, and eukaryotic algal cell walls. As well, extensive transport and 

central metabolic pathways for the metabolism of imported monomers were identified. 

Interestingly, genes and domains suggestive of the production of a cellulosome, e.g. 

protein-coding genes harboring dockerin I domains attached to a glycosyl hydrolase, and 

scaffoldin-encoding genes harboring cohesin I and CBM37 domains, were identified in 

orders PBSIII_9, GN03, and MSB-4E2 fragments recovered from four anoxic aquatic 

habitats; hence extending the cellulosomal production capabilities in Bacteria beyond the 

Gram-positive Firmicutes. In addition to fermentative pathways, a complete electron 

transport chain with terminal cytochrome C oxidases Caa3 (for operation under high 

oxygen tension), and Cbb3 (for operation under low oxygen tension) were identified in 

PBSIII_9, and GN03 fragments recovered from oxygenated, and partially/seasonally 

oxygenated aquatic habitats. Our metagenomic recruitment effort hence represents a 
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comprehensive pangenomic view of this yet-uncultured phylum, and provides broader 

and complimentary insights to those gained from genome recovery initiatives focusing on 

a single or few sampled environments. 
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Importance 
	
Our understanding of the phylogenetic diversity, metabolic capabilities, and ecological 

roles of yet-uncultured microorganisms is rapidly expanding. However, recent efforts 

mainly been focused on recovering genomes of novel microbial lineages from a specific 

sampling site, rather from a wide range of environmental habitats. To comprehensively 

evaluate the genomic landscape, putative metabolic capabilities, and ecological roles of 

yet-uncultured candidate phyla, efforts that focus on the recovery of genomic fragments 

from a wide range of habitats and that adequately sample the intra-phylum diversity 

within a specific target lineage are needed. Here, we investigated the global distribution 

patterns and pangenomic diversity of the candidate phylum “Latescibacteria”. Our results 

document the preference of specific “Latescibacteria” orders to specific habitats, the 

prevalence of plant polysaccharide degradation abilities within all “Latescibacteria” 

orders, the occurrence of all genes/domains necessary for the production of cellulosome 

within three “Latescibacteria” orders (GN03, PBSIII_9, and MSB-4E2) in datasets 

recovered from anaerobic locations, and the identification of the components of an 

aerobic respiratory chain, as well as occurrence of multiple O2 dependent metabolic 

reactions in “Latescibacteria” orders GN03 and PBSIII_9 recovered from oxygenated 

habitats. The results demonstrate the value of phylocentric pangenomic surveys for 

understanding the global ecological distribution and pan-metabolic abilities of yet-

uncultured microbial lineages since they provide broader and complimentary insights to 

those gained from single cell genomic and/or metagenomics-enabled genome recovery 

efforts focusing on a single sampling site. 
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Introduction 
	
Our understanding of the phylogenetic diversity, metabolic capabilities, and ecological 

roles of yet-uncultured microorganisms is rapidly expanding. Multiple studies have 

recently reported on the recovery and analysis of genomes belonging to yet-uncultured 

bacterial and archaeal lineages (1-4). The recent proliferation of such efforts could be 

attributed to the timely convergence of multiple experimental and computational 

advances, such as the development of low cost high throughput sequencing technologies 

(5-7), the increased utilization and access to super computing capacity (8), the 

development of multiple bioinformatics tools for fast sequence assembly and genome 

recovery from metagenomes (9-12), and the development of reliable protocols for single 

cell sorting and genome amplification (13).  

So far, many of these recently published studies represent the first reported 

analysis of genomes belonging to a specific phylum (1, 14-16). While extremely 

valuable, such studies should be regarded as a first step towards comprehensive 

evaluations of the pangenomic diversity and metabolic potential of such lineages. This is 

especially true when examining uncultured phyla (candidate phyla); given the often 

observed wide scope of intra-phylum (class, order, and family) level phylogenetic 

diversity (17), and the global distribution patterns of many of these candidate phyla (18). 

Therefore, to comprehensively evaluate the genomic landscape, putative metabolic 

capabilities, and ecological roles of yet-uncultured candidate phyla, efforts that focus on 

the recovery of genomic fragments from a wide range of habitats and that adequately 

sample the intra-phylum diversity within a specific target lineage are needed.  
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 Members of the candidate phylum “Latescibacteria” (previously known as WS3) 

were first discovered in a hydrocarbon and chlorinated solvents contaminated aquifer 

(19). Since then, they have been detected in culture-independent surveys in a wide range 

of terrestrial and marine habitats, e.g. soil, marine sediments, hydrothermal vents, anoxic 

lakes, hydrocarbon-impacted environments, and wastewater treatment bioreactors (20-

29). We recently reported on the genomic features of four “Latescibacteria” single cell 

amplified genomes (SAGs) recovered from the anoxic hypolimnion layers of two water 

bodies (Sakinaw lake, British Colombia-Canada, and Etoliko lagoon, Gulf of Patras, 

Greece) (1, 16). The analyzed genomes suggested a heterotrophic, strictly fermentative 

lifestyle, with predicted dedicated saccharolytic and proteolytic enzymes and transporters 

for the degradation and uptake of pectin, ulvan, fucan, alginate, and hydroxyproline rich 

polymers. Based on these peculiar substrate utilization patterns, we proposed that the 

“Latescibacteria” play an important role in the turnover of algal detritus that reaches the 

anoxic/microxic layers in these stratified water bodies.  

However, given the global distribution of the “Latescibacteria” and the fact that 

all analyzed genomes in this prior study belonged to a single “Latescibacteria” lineage 

(family PBSIII_9_1 in order PBSIII_9), it is improbable that such specific findings 

represent a comprehensive depiction of the global metabolic abilities and ecological roles 

of the “Latescibacteria”.	Here, we conducted an extensive survey of amplicon-generated 

and metagenomic datasets to identify the global distribution patterns and pangenomic 

capabilities of the “Latescibacteria” in a wide range of biotopes. The results provide 

novel insights into the ecological distribution, habitat preferences, and metabolic 

capabilities of various orders within this ubiquitous yet-uncultured bacterial phylum, and 
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demonstrate the value of in-silico data mining surveys in providing a comprehensive 

pangenomic overview of a target microbial lineage. 
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Materials and Methods 
	
A taxonomic outline of the “Latescibacteria”. We aimed to produce an updated and 

comprehensive taxonomic outline of the “Latescibacteria” for utilization as the basis for 

our subsequent community structure analysis and metabolic reconstruction efforts. The 

“Latescibacteria” is represented by ten orders and 310 sequences in the May 2013 version 

of Greengenes database 

(http://greengenes.secondgenome.com/downloads/database/13_5) (30). We used these 

310 curated reference “Latescibacteria” sequences to query the GenBank nr database for 

each of their 50 closest relatives(30), and from these, we extracted non-chimeric 

sequences that are longer than 900 bp and exhibited >75% sequence identity to at least 

one of the “Latescibacteria” reference sequences. The phylogenetic affiliation of the 

identified sequences (n=8,752) was assessed by aligning the sequences in ClustalW (31) 

(using a gap opening score 15.0 and gap extension penalty of 6.66), end trimming 

alignments, and using the trimmed alignment (positions 70-1170, E. Coli 16S rRNA 

gene) for stepwise insertion into distance and maximum likelihood reference trees with 

multiple “Latescibacteria” sequence representatives, as well as representatives of 

additional 15 phyla and candidate phyla using MEGA7 (32, 33). Sequences were 

identified as belonging to the “Latescibacteria” if they continuously remained 

monophyletic within the reference “Latescibacteria” clade regardless of the tree building 

algorithm and taxa included in the analysis. Order-level affiliation within the 

“Latescibacteria” was also assessed using the same criteria described above; and novel 

orders were proposed if more than one sequence remained reproducibly unaffiliated with 
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all recognized orders regardless of the tree building algorithm and the taxa included in the 

analysis.  

Ecological distribution and community structure of the “Latescibacteria” in high 

throughput 16S rRNA gene datasets.  To assess “Latescibacteria” global ecological 

distribution patterns and community structure, we extracted “Latescibacteria”-affiliated 

16S rRNA gene sequences from 16S rRNA gene datasets generated using high 

throughput (454 pyrosequencing, Illumina) sequencing technologies. Queried datasets 

were downloaded from the GenBank SRA archive (through the mirror web interface of 

DNA Data Bank of Japan http://www.ddbj.nig.ac.jp)	(34), MG-RAST (35), and VAMPS 

(36) (December 2014). A total of ≈2.2 billion (2,205,192,887) distinct high throughput 

16S rRNA gene sequences from 4041 distinct datasets belonging to 131 different studies 

were analyzed. We excluded human microbiome studies from our analysis since our 

preliminary screening failed to identify any “Latescibacteria”-affiliated sequence in these 

datasets. All identified sequences were classified using classify.seqs command in Mothur 

(v.1.33.0) (37) and the Greengenes “Latescibacteria” taxonomy manually curated to 

match our updated taxonomic outline. We applied a confidence threshold cutoff of 80% 

for the classification.  

Following the IMG/M habitat classification scheme (38), each of the datasets was 

assigned into one of six major habitats (marine, freshwater, terrestrial, bioremediation, 

host-associated, and engineered). The marine, freshwater, and terrestrial habitats were 

further sub-classified into 15 different sub-habitats (38). The relative abundances of the 

phylum “Latescibacteria”, as well as each of the “Latescibacteria” orders in every dataset, 

habitat, and sub-habitat were used to deduce the order/suborder-level ecological 
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distribution and habitat preferences of the “Latescibacteria”. Only datasets, with > 0.1% 

“Latescibacteria” abundance, were included in subsequent analyses. The relative 

abundance values of “Latescibacteria” orders/suborders in the different habitats/sub-

habitats were used in a principal component analysis (PCA) using the prcomp command 

in the R statistical package Labdsv (http://ecology.msu.montana.edu/labdsv/R/labs/), and 

the results were visualized in a biplot. 

Identification of “Latescibacteria” genomic fragments in metagenomic 

datasets using a fragment recruitment approach. We utilized a fragment 

recruitment approach to identify and recover “Latescibacteria” genomic fragments by 

mapping metagenomics contigs to reference genomes.  

The fragment recruitment approach is broadly similar to that previously utilized in 

reference (1); and is based on blast similarity to a reference database, followed by 

examining contigs identified as putatively belonging to target lineage using Phylosift 

v1.0.1 (39) to extract housekeeping genes present within the contigs and confirm their 

phylogenetic affiliation.  A customized database encompassing 194 genomes belonging 

to a diverse array of cultured and uncultured bacterial and archaeal lineages, including the 

four previously reported “Latescibacteria” single amplified genomes (GenBank accession 

numbers: ASMB00000000, AQSL00000000, ASWY00000000, and AQRO00000000) 

was constructed and utilized for fragment recruitment.  

Prior to its implementation for identifying “Latescibacteria” contigs in 

metagenomics datasets, we sought to benchmark the performance of this approach using 

well-sampled bacterial phyla and mock microbial communities. We examined the 

sensitivity of this procedure by quantifying the recovery percentage of three target 
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organisms belonging to the phylum Firmicutes (Bacillus anthracis str Ames GenBank 

accession number: AE016879.1, Paeniclostridium sordellii GenBank accession number: 

BDJI00000000.1, and Megasphaera elsdenii GenBank accession number: HE576794.1) 

from a mock microbial community. These organisms have strain level relatedness, family 

level relatedness, or only class level relatedness to organisms in the custom database 

(Bacillus anthracis str Ames to Bacillus anthracis 3154, Paeniclostridium sordellii to 

Clostridium difficile CD131, family Peptostreptococcaceae, and Megasphaera elsdenii, 

are representing a distinct order in the class Negativicutes for which Veillonella atypica 

KON, ATCC 17744 are representatives). Each genome were fragmented to N50 of ≈20Kb 

and added to a mock microbial community of 94 bacterial, non-Firmicutes genomes. 

Recovery percentages of target (sensitivity) and non-target (specificity) organisms were 

determined at different empirical e-values cutoffs (10-5, 10-10 and 10-15). In general, the 

percentage recovery of a specific genome was dependent on its level of relatedness to 

Firmicutes genomes in the utilized database, with highest recovery for B. anthracis and 

lowest for Megasphaera elsdenii. The recovery percentage was also dependence on the 

stringency of e-value cutoff utilized. However, the utilization of less stringent e-values 

resulted in lower specificity i.e. slightly higher percentage recovery of non-specific 

sequences, even after utilization of quality control criteria described above. Based on 

these results, we opted for an e-value of 10-10 and to minimize non-target recruitment.  

Using the criteria described above, we identified “Latescibacteria” contigs in a 

total of 1589 metagenomic datasets from 86 different studies (approximately 2.45 X 1011 

bp) available on the IMG/M database (38). We excluded datasets from human 
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microbiome studies due to the expected absence of “Latescibacteria” in these datasets 

based on our analysis of 16S rRNA gene datasets (as outlined above). (39) 

All analyses were conducted on the HPC Cowboy supercomputer, a 252 compute 

node with dual six core CPUs and 32 GB RAM server, 2 fat nodes with 256 GB RAM, 

GPU cards and 120 TB very fast disk storage, at the OSU High Performance Computing 

Center at Oklahoma State University.  

 “Latescibacteria” contigs order level classification. A two-step approach was utilized 

for order-level assignment of the identified “Latescibacteria” contigs. First, identified 

contigs harboring 16S rRNA genes were readily assigned to various “Latescibacteria” 

orders by insertion of the rRNA gene into a reference 16S rRNA tree as described above. 

Following, housekeeping genes in these 16S rRNA gene-harboring contigs were extracted 

using phylosift (39), and utilized as the corresponding “Latescibacteria” order-specific 

markers. We used these markers to query the remaining contigs that lacked 16S rRNA 

genes. Contigs that were identified as first hits to any of the markers were assigned to that 

marker specific order. A second round of housekeeping genes extraction and screening of 

the remaining unassigned contigs, based on the results of the first round, was subsequently 

conducted.  

“Latescibacteria” pangenomes functional annotation and metabolic reconstruction.  

Gene prediction in all “Latescibacteria” contigs identified in the metagenomic datasets 

(thereafter “Latescibacteria” pangenome) was achieved using Prodigal (40). Detailed 

metabolic reconstruction was performed using KEGG (41) and Metacyc (42) databases. 

All potential carbohydrate active enzymes (CAZymes) were identified and classified 

using dbCAN-fam-HMMs (v4) database (43) with an e-value of 10-04 as the cutoff score.  
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Cellular localization of predicted proteins were identified using SignalP 4.1 (44). 

Proteases, peptidases, and peptidase inhibitors were identified using BlastP against the 

MEROPS database release 9.10 (45). Transporters were identified using BlastP against 

the TCDB database (46) with the criteria 40% sequence identity and e-value ≤ 10-04 used 

as the cutoff.  

The occurrence of predicted dockerin domains in multiple identified 

“Latescibacteria” CAZyme-encoding genes promoted our search for various domains and 

motifs suggestive of cellulosomal production in the “Latescibacteria”. The 

“Latescibacteria” pangenomes were queried for the occurrence of dockerin I and II 

domains (pfam PF00404), cohesin I and II domains (pfam PF00963), scaffoldin modules 

(using BLASTP), and surface layer proteins (SLP, pfam PF00395). The identified 

“Latescibacteria” predicted dockerin and cohesin domains were aligned to reference 

sequences using Clustal omega (v1.2.3) (47) and the alignments were used for tree 

construction using distance neighbor joining (NJ) approach with Jukes-Cantor corrections 

in MEGA7 (32). The tertiary structure model of the identified dockerin domains was 

predicted using homology modeling by Iterative Threading Assembly Refinement (I-

TASSER suite) (48).  
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Results 
	
Global patterns of “Latescibacteria” distribution and community structure in 16S 

rRNA gene databases. We identified 1,167 near full-length 16S rRNA gene sequences 

belonging to the “Latescibacteria” within the GenBank nr database (Fig. 3-1). These 

sequences clustered into 11 distinct orders: Sediment_1, PBSIII_9, GN03, MSB-4E2, 

PRR_12, CV_106, SSS_58A, LD1_PA13, WB1_H11, SAW1_B6, and RII_AN061 (Fig. 

3-1). Strong bootsrap support for all order and phylum level branches was obtained 

regardless of the tree-building algorithm utilized (Fig. 3-1). The average and maximum 

pairwise divergence values within and between various “Latescibacteria” orders, as well 

as to their closest relatives outside the phylumdemonstrate a clear delineation was 

observed for all 11 “Latescibacteria” orders as well as the entire phylum. Collectively, 

this argues for the validity of the phylogenetic outline of the “Latescibacteria” presented 

in this study.  

  In high throughput generated 16S rRNA gene datasets, we identified 149,754 

“Latescibacteria”-affiliated 16S rRNA gene sequences (Table 3-1). Within these datasets, 

the “Latescibacteria” invariably represented a minor fraction of the overall microbial 

community. The highest “Latescibacteria” relative abundance (4.37%) was identified in 

no-tillage cultivated soil samples from La Pampa Ondulada region, Argentina (28). 

“Latescibacteria” sequences were identified in only four habitat types: marine, 

freshwater, terrestrial, and bioremediation habitats.  

Generally, broad agreements were observed when comparing the 

“Latescibacteria” community structures in near full-lengths and high throughput 16S 

rRNA gene datasets (Fig. 3-2A). Three “Latescibacteria” orders: Sediment_1, PBSIII_9, 
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and GN03 invariably represented the majority of “Latescibacteria” sequences in all 

habitats (Fig. 3-2A). Terrestrial habitats, in general, exhibited a limited “Latescibacteria” 

order level diversity and were dominated by members of the “Latescibacteria” order 

Sediment_1 (Fig. 3-2A). The community was highly similar between various sub-

classifications of terrestrial habitats (Fig. 3-2B), and they all clustered in PCA biplot 

based on the overrepresentation of order Sediment_1 (Fig. 3-2C). In contrast, marine 

habitats exhibited a more even distribution of various “Latescibacteria” orders, with 

multiple orders identified in relatively high abundance in several sub-habitats (Fig. 3-2B). 

The majority of marine sub-habitats showed a similar structural composition defined by 

overrepresentation of order GN03, with few exceptions (e.g. relative overrepresentation 

of orders CV106 in coral reef, SAW1-B6 in pelagic, and SSS_58A in hydrothermal vent 

habitats) (Fig. 3-2B). Within freshwater habitats, a wide variation in community structure 

was observed across various sub-habitats examined. Order PBSIII_9 dominated 

temperate freshwater and ground water habitats, while order GN03 dominated 

saline/hypersaline and wastewater treatment habitats (Fig. 3-2B). The wider variation in 

community composition is reflected by the disparate position of various freshwater 

datasets in the PCA biplot (Fig. 3-2C). Finally, the community structure of 

bioremediation habitats revealed that, in addition to the three major “Latescibacteria” 

orders described above, members of the order SSS58A were also frequently encountered 

(Fig. 3-2B). 

Global patterns of “Latescibacteria” distribution and community structure in 

metagenomic datasets. A total of 68.9 Mb of “Latescibacteria”-affiliated sequences 

were identified in all examined datasets. These fragments comprised 39,137 contigs 
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ranging in size between 1-287 Kbp (N50=17,072 Kbp, L50= 625bp), and contained 153 

16S rRNA genes, and 73,079 protein-coding genes (Table 3-2). Detailed analysis of the 

largest ten contigs demonstrated significant overlap with available Latescibacteria 

genomes, and the extraction and phylogenetic analysis of these housekeeping genes using 

Phylosift (39) confirmed the affiliation of these fragments to the “Latescibacteria”; 

further confirming the specificity of the utilized approach for targeting the 

“Latescibacteria”. Large (>10 Kbp contigs) represented 94.37%, while short (<1 Kbp) 

contigs represented only 5.63% of the total size (in bp) of identified “Latescibacteria”. 

The majority of “Latescibacteria” fragments identified originated from marine (28.0 Mb, 

35,974 protein-coding genes), freshwater (14.0 Mb, protein-coding 16,443 genes), 

terrestrial (12.1 Mb, 15,157 protein-coding genes), and bioremediation habitats (4.7 Mb, 

5,505 protein-coding genes) (Tables 3-2). Since relatively limited information was 

obtained from host-associated, and engineered habitats, where none of the 

“Latescibacteria” identified contigs harbored a 16S rRNA gene, and since none of the 

examined air datasets contained “Latescibacteria”-affiliated contigs, we excluded these 

habitats from the analysis and focused our subsequent metabolic reconstruction efforts on 

the other four habitats; marine, freshwater, terrestrial, and bioremediation habitats. We 

successfully assigned 83.6% of the total “Latescibacteria” contigs (87.0% in marine, 76.8 

% in freshwater, 84.8% in terrestrial, and 78.8% in bioremediation habitats) into orders. 

The community composition of these metagenomic bins (Fig. 3-3) was in broad 

agreement with that obtained using 16S rRNA gene analysis (Fig. 3-2A) with one notable 

exception: while relatively rare in 16S rRNA datasets, members of order MSB-4E2 

represented a significant component of “Latescibacteria” metagenomic bins (Fig. 3-3).  
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 “Latescibacteria” polysaccharide degradation capabilities. A large number of 

glycoside hydrolases (GHs, 717 genes), polysaccharide lyases (PLs, 100 genes), and 

carbohydrate esterases (CEs, 266 genes) were observed in “Latescibacteria” pangenomes 

(Fig. 3-4A). Within various “Latescibacteria” orders examined, order PBSIII_9 harbored 

the highest GH (21.6 GH/ Mb) and PL (3.5 PL/ Mb) densities (Fig. 3-4B), values that are 

comparable to those observed in the genomes of model lignocellulolytic (e.g. Clostridium 

thermocellum, 20.8 GHs/ Mb (33)), and pectinolytic (e.g. Formosa agariphilia (49)) 

bacteria. On the other hand, order Sediment_1 had the smallest repertoire and the lowest 

CAZyme density (11.37 GH and 1.76 PL/Mb, Fig. 3-5B) amongst all examined 

“Latescibacteria” orders. 

  Complete machineries for the degradation of fourteen different polysaccharides 

(cellulose, xylan, xyloglucan, mannan, pectin, starch, chitin, Poly-N-Acetyl-α-D-

galactosamine, agar, porphyran, carrageenan, arabinogalactan, alginate, and fucans) were 

collectively identified within “Latescibacteria” pangenomes (Fig. 3-5). The absolute 

majority (13/14) of these polysaccharides degradation abilities were identified in all four 

“Latescibacteria” orders (Fig. 3-5A), with the exception of alginate that appears to be 

solely degraded by a single order (PBSIII_9). PCA analysis demonstrated the enrichment 

of specific polysaccharide degradation capabilities across “Latescibacteria” orders. For 

example, order PBSIII_9 pangenome was relatively enriched in porphyran, carrageenan, 

xylan, and fucans degradation capabilities (Fig. 3-5B), order GN03 pangenome was 

relatively enriched in agar and starch degradation capabilities (Fig. 3-5B), order MSB-

4E2 pangenome was enriched in chitin, arabinogalactans, and xyloglucan degradation 
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capabilities (Fig. 3-5B), and order Sediment_1 pangenome was relatively enriched in 

pectin degradation capability (Fig. 3-5B)  

Analysis of GH and PL distribution patterns across habitats demonstrated that the 

degradation capacities for seven polymers (cellulose, starch, mannan, xyloglucan, fucans, 

arabinogalactan and poly N-acetyl-galactosamine) were present in all four habitats, while 

the degradation capacities for three polymers (xylan, pectin, and chitin) were present in 

only three of the four habitats (marine, freshwater, and terrestrial). The machineries for 

degradation of agar, porphyran, and carrageenan were only observed in aquatic 

(freshwater and marine) habitats, and that for alginate was observed only in terrestrial 

habitats (Fig. 3-5C).  

PCA analysis (Fig. 3-5D) indicated that marine habitats were relatively enriched 

in xylan, and sulfated galactans (agar, porphyran, and carrageenan) degradation 

capabilities. Sulfated galactans represent integral components of the cell wall of red algae 

(Rhodophyta) commonly encountered in marine habitats. Pangenomes from freshwater 

habitats were relatively enriched in pectin degradation capabilities. Finally, pangemomes 

from bioremediation habitats exhibited a relatively higher proportion in enzymes 

mediating starch degradation. 

 Of special interest is the observation that all “Latescibacteria” pangenomes were 

highly enriched in GH109 (Fig. 3-4A), a glycosyl hydrolase family harboring highly 

specific N-acetylgalactosaminidases that mediate the breakdown of poly-N-acetyl-

galactosamine (50). Poly-N-acetyl-galactosamines are unique polymers that are present in 

the cell membrane of the zoospores of the green algus Ulva (51, 52). The wide 

distribution of GH109 within “Latescibacteria” pangenomes derived from various 
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habitats, and within all “Latescibacteria” orders is in stark contrast to the relatively 

narrow distribution of these enzymes in nature: CAZy database (September 2016) lists 

only 308 bacterial GH109 genes belonging to 9 phyla. Further, the density of GH109 in 

“Latescibacteria” pangenomes is significantly higher than those observed in genomes 

harboring these capabilities.  

Cellulosomal components in “Latescibacteria” pangenomes. Cellulosomes are cell-

bound extracellular structures harboring extracellular enzymes bound to scaffoldins (53). 

Cellulosomal supramolecular structure greatly enhances polymer-degrading capacities of 

cellulosome-harboring organisms (54, 55). Within the “Latescibacteria” pangenomes 

analyzed, we identified 27 genes harboring dockerin I domains, and 24 genes harboring 

cohesin I domains (Table 3-3). These genes belonged to metagenomes of four distinct 

anaerobic marine and freshwater environments: anoxic sediments of Sakinaw lake in 

British Columbia, CA (SL) (56, 57), anoxygenic microbial mats from Octopus pool, a 

thermal alkaline spring in the Lower Geyser Basin of Yellowstone National Park (YNP) 

(58), samples from expanding oxygen minimum zone (120 and 150 m depth) in Saanich 

Inlet in British Columbia, Canada (SI) (59), and samples from expanding oxygen 

minimum zones in the Northeastern Subarctic Pacific Ocean (NPO) (1). The identified 

genes belonged to contigs classified as members of the orders GN03, PBSIII_9, and 

MSB-4E2 (Table 3-3). Within the 27 identified dockerin-domain-containing genes, 25 

also harbored a GH domain. These included GHs mediating cellulose (GH9 and GH124 

endoglucanase), arabinoxylan (GH10 endoxylanase, and GH127 β-L-

arabinofuranosidase), mannan (GH76 α-1,6-mannanase) and pectin (GH105 

rhamnogalacturonyl hydrolase) degradation. The remaining two dockerin-domain-
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containing genes encode the production of the extracellular enzymes phytase and lipase 

(Table 3). 

Phylogenetically, “Latescibacteria” dockerin modules formed distinct 

phylogenetic clusters, with their closest relative being dockerin domains identified in 

Clostridium acetobutylicum (Fig. 3-6A). Dockerin type I domains typically contain two 

antiparallel α-helices (H1 and H3 in Fig. 3-6B, C) corresponding to the repeated amino 

acid sequences characteristic of the dockerin type 1 domain, linked by a short third alpha 

helix (H2) as well as two F hand motifs that confer the module with a dual-binding ability 

necessary for the flexible interactions between the type I dockerins and cohesins (60, 61). 

Sequence alignment of “Latescibacteria” dockerin I domains to those from model 

cellulosome-producing organisms (e.g. Ruminiclostridium thermocellum, Clostridium 

cellulyticum, Ruminococcus sp. and Acetovibrio cellulyticus) (Fig. 3-6B), as well as 

homology modeling by Iterative Threading ASSEmbly Refinement (I-TASSER) (48) 

using Ruminiclostridium thermocellum dockerin I domain three-dimensional model (Fig. 

3-6C) identified conserved residues and characteristic alpha helix secondary structures 

and F hands in the “Latescibacteria” dockerin I domains suggestive of a functional 

domain.  

In cellulosomes, dockerin-domain-containing enzymes are usually bound to a 

central cohesin-harboring scaffoldin through interactions between the type-I dockerin 

domains and the cohesin domains. Within the “Latescibacteria” pangenomes, we 

identified multiple genes encoding scaffoldin proteins that harbor cohesin domains (Table 

3-3). These identified genes co-occurred with the dockerin domain-harboring genes in the 

same four anaerobic environments described above, belonged to orders PBSIII_9, GN03 
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and MSB-4E2, and were often located on the same contig with dockerin-domain-

harboring genes. Further, within many of these cohesin-harboring scaffoldin-encoding 

genes, the occurrence of CBM37 was also identified (Tables 3-3). CBM37 domain is a 

characteristic component of cellulosomal scaffoldin proteins and is implicated in binding 

substrates to the cellulosome. Similar to dockerin domains, phylogenetic analysis 

demonstrated that “Latescibacteria” cohesin I domains exhibited significant sequence 

divergence when compared to those from other cultured cellulosome-harboring bacteria. 

“Latescibacteria” proteolytic capabilities. A large number of aspartic peptidases, 

cysteine peptidases, metallo-peptidases, and serine peptidases (635 total, 9.22/ Mb) were 

identified in all “Latescibacteria” pangenomes (Table 3-4). Notably, the metallo-

peptidase family M23 was overrepresented in freshwater, and marine habitats, 

corresponding to 9.52%, and 19.25% of the total peptidases in these habitats, respectively. 

M23 peptidase family enzymes are extracellular beta-lytic endopeptidases that lyse N-

acylmuramoyl-alanine bonds between peptidoglycan and the cross-linking peptides in 

bacterial cell walls (62). Their abundance in “Latescibacteria” freshwater, and marine 

pangenomes suggests that bacterial cell lysis represents a potential nutrient acquisition 

strategy for marine and freshwater “Latescibacteria”. In addition, we identified multiple 

collagenases (U32 family of peptidases) in terrestrial “Latescibacteria” pangenomes 

belonging to order Sediment_1. We speculate that these collagenases could initiate the 

degradation of extensins or hydroxyproline rich glycoproteins (HRGP) present in plant 

cell walls, and/or collagens from nematodes’ carcasses (63). 

Nutrients transport in “Latescibacteria” pangenomes. Collectively, the 

“Latescibacteria” pangenomes possessed a wide range of transporters for the uptake of 
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sugars, amino acid monomers and oligomers, and fatty acids (Fig. 3-7A). Briefly, genes 

encoding the following transporters were identified in all “Latescibacteria” order and 

habitat bins: phosphotransferase system (PTS) transporters for mannose, fructose, and N-

acetyl galactosamine, hexose uniporters for galactose, ABC as well as Na+ symporters for 

glucose, ExtU transporters for the uptake of various uronic acids, ABC transporters for 

amino acids, di-/oligo-peptide, and fatty acids, as well as transporters for mono-, di-, and 

tri-carboxylic acids. 

In addition, multiple transporters were identified only within a specific habitat 

and/or “Latescibacteria” order. For example, proton symporters for rhamnose and fucose 

uptake were only identified in the GN03 and PBSIII_9 pangenomes, and ABC 

transporters specific for the osmo- and cryo-protectant compatible solutes glycine betaine 

and trehalose were identified only in marine “Latescibacteria” contigs belonging to the 

orders GN03 and MSB-4E2. Interestingly, 2-oxaloglutarate: malate antiporters were 

identified in soil “Latescibacteria” belonging to order Sediment_1. Malate has previously 

been shown to be secreted by plant roots to recruit beneficial microbes (64). The presence 

of such transporters might suggest that malate could potentially serve as a carbon source 

for members of “Latescibacteria” order Sediment_1 in soil, where malate will be 

converted to pyruvate by the oxaloacetate decarboxylating malate dehydrogenase. 

Central metabolic pathways in “Latescibacteria” pangenomes. Multiple central 

metabolic pathways were identified in the “Latescibacteria” pangenomes, a reflection of 

the phylum pervasive capacity for polymers degradation. Genes for the glycolytic (EMP) 

pathway for glucose metabolism, for channeling galactose, fructose, mannose, fucose, 

rhamnose and uronic acids to the EMP pathway, as well as for the pentose phosphate 
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pathway for xylose and arabinose metabolism were identified in all “Latescibacteria” 

habitat and order bins (Fig. 3-7B).  

 Both fermentative and respiratory abilities were encountered in the 

“Latescibacteria”. This is in contrast to the strict anaerobic fermentative capabilities 

previously reported from the analysis of single cell “Latescibacteria” genomes (16). 

Genes for pyruvate conversion to lactate, acetate, formate, propanoate, acetoin, and 

ethanol were widely distributed in all “Latescibacteria” habitats and orders bins (Fig. 3-

7B). On the other hand, respiratory pathways were only identified in datasets obtained 

from seemingly oxygenated habitats. These included: 1. Pyruvate oxidative 

decarboxylation to acetyl-coA using pyruvate dehydrogenase (PD) complex, which was 

identified in multiple freshwater and marine “Latescibacteria” fragments affiliated with 

orders PBSIII_9 and GN03. 2. A complete TCA pathway, a strong indicator of 

respiratory activity, identified in multiple contigs derived from multiple pelagic marine 

habitats, and affiliated with orders PBSIII_9 and GN03, and 3. A complete aerobic 

respiratory chain identified only in a few studies from oxygenated and 

partially/seasonally oxygenated habitats, e.g. surface layers of Sakinaw Lake, and 

multiple pelagic marine locations within the global ocean sampling survey (Fig. 3-7B). 

Such respiratory chain identified was composed of four major subunits, NADH:quinone 

oxidoreductase (complex I), succinate dehydrogenase (complex II), cytochrome bc1 

complex (complex III), and cytochrome C oxidase (complex IV). Interestingly, two types 

of cytochrome C oxidases were identified: 1. A Cbb3 type (Cbb3-cox) that functions 

optimally under microxic conditions	(65, 66), identified in both freshwater and marine 

“Latescibacteria” in contigs affiliated with order PBSIII_9, and 2. A Caa3 type 
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cyctochrome C oxidase that functions under high oxygen tensions, was identified solely 

in marine “Latescibacteria” contigs affiliated with orders GN03 and PBSIII_9 (Fig. 3-

7B).   

In addition, in contrast to the BMC-dependent anaerobic lactaldehyde degradation 

(an intermediate produced during fucose and rhamnose metabolism) that was identified in 

the previously analyzed single cell “Latescibacteria” genomes (16), a complete pathway 

for fucose and rhamnose degradation through lactaldehyde oxidation to lactate by 

lactaldehyde dehydrogenase (LD), an oxygen-requiring NAD+-dependent oxidoreductase, 

was identified in contigs belonging to order PBSIII_9 from the surface layers of Sakinaw 

Lake (56), which further extends the phylum capability beyond these identified through 

single cell genomes analysis (Fig. 3-7B). Additionally, a full pathway for the transport 

and metabolism of glycine betaine, a compatible solute commonly present in marine 

environments, was identified in habitats and orders pangenomes, including the oxygen-

dependent enzyme sarcosine oxidase for the conversion of sarcosine to glycine, attesting 

to the phylum aerobic potential. 

Finally, it is interesting to note that a complete Wood-Ljungdahl (WL) pathway 

for acetogenesis was detected in pangenomes of “Latescibacteria” inhabiting 

bioremediation habitats (Fig. 3-7). “Latescibacteria” contigs encoding the WL enzymes 

were exclusively affiliated with orders PBSIII_9 and MSB-4E2. The detection of WL 

pathway encoding genes in “Latescibacteria”-affiliated contigs suggest the potential 

capacity of “Latescibacteria” for utilization of acetogenesis as an alternative mechanism, 

for example when favorable polysaccharide and proteinaceous substrates commonly 

degraded by the “Latescibacteria” communities are scarce.  
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Table 3-1 "Latescibacteria" habitat and sub-habitat level distribution based on 16S 
rRNA genes in high throughput generated datasets. 
	

Habitat Sub-habitat 
Number 

of 
datasets 

Datasets with 
"Latescibacteria" 

>0.1% 

Total number 
of 16S rRNA 

gene sequences 
analyzed 

Number of  
"Latescibacteria" 

16S rRNA gene 
sequences 

Marine 

Deep marine sediments 87 65 1.90 X106 12,369 

Coral associated microbiome 25 1 1.93 X106 323 

Pelagic 289 15 4.03 X107 6,538 

Hydrothermal vents 288 10 3.88 X106 3,200 

Coastal/Estuary 609 34 3.99 X107 21,621 

Total 1,298 125 8.80X107 44,051 

  Spring and ground water 26 2 4.47 X105 165 

Freshwater 

Saline/ hypersaline environments 118 29 3.02 X106 14,567 

Temperate freshwater 1,572 38 8.16 X107 26,744 

Waste water 236 9 6.10 X105 2,221 

Total 1,952 78 8.57 X107 43,697 

Terrestrial 

Agriculture soil 76 25 1.55 X107 24,916 

Contaminated soil 59 5 6.14 X105 974 

Forest 194 10 1.76 X105 1,985 

Permafrost 264 3 3.18 X105 1,612 

Grassland 25 23 2.12 X107 18,082 

Soil/Other 106 5 1.12 X106 13,789 

Total 724 71 4.33 X107 61,358 

Bioremediationa Total 24 11 1.12 X106 648 
Host-

Associated  Total 43 0 2.26X107 0 

Total 4,041 285 2.2X108 149,754 
a Within all 24 bioremediation datasets examined, the “Latescibacteria” sequences (648 
total sequences) never exceeded 0.1% of relative abundance.  
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Table 3-2. “Latescibacteria” sub-habitat level distribution of metagenomic datasets 
analyzed in this study. 
	

Habitat Habitat subclass Datasets analyzed Number of 
Datasets 

harboring 
“Latescibacteria” 

contigs 

“Latescibacteria” 
contigs identified 

Total 
number 

Total size 
(Mbp) 

Total 
number 

Total 
size 

(Mbp) 

Marine Estuary 40 8.17X109 34 3,286 4.45 

Deep Sediment 92 9.98X109 80 1,735 1.95 

Hydrothermal vents 13 6.80X109 12 1,191 2.2 

Pelagic 259 5.05X1010 219 8,038 19.4 

Total 404 7.55X1010 345 14,250 28.0 

Freshwater Freshwater 159 1.28X1010 140 1,694 1.76 

Groundwater/ 
Thermal springs 

116 1.93X1010 64 4,899 6.84 

Non-marine saline 40 1.04X1010 32 2,263 5.38 

Total 315 4.25X1010 189 8,856 14.0 

Terrestrial Agriculture 202 1.14X108 53 537 0.0244 

Arid/semi arid 6 1.18X109 6 210 0.0431 

Forest 198 1.59X1010 83 510 0.489 

Grassland 82 2.30X1010 38 2,657 1.25 

Contaminated/Treated 76 2.03X1010 66 4,062 7.35 

Permafrost 53 9.35X109 52 1,146 2.4 

Rhizosphere 49 6.98X109 31 759 0.547 

Total 666 7.69X1010 329 9,881 12.1 

Bioremediation Bioremediation 48 1.12X1010 32 1,716 4.7 

Host-associated Animal 22 6.86X109 9 214 2.42 

Insects 17 1.67X1010 13 1,082 1.27 

Plants 13 2.08X109 10 227 0.112 

Total 52 2.57X1010 31 1,523 3.8 

Engineered Solid waste/compost 16 4.65X109 9 350 0.417 

Lab enrichment 13 7.63X108 12 95 0.269 

Bioreactor 46 7.17X109 24 1,810 5.61 

Total 75 1.26X1010 41 2,255 6.3 

Air Air 29 3.59X108 0 0 0 

Total 1,589 2.44X1011 907 39,137 68.9 
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Table 3-3. Potential cellulosomal elements identified in the “Latescibacteria” pangenomesa 
	

Structure Function Total 
number 

Dataset sourceb Order Level Classification 

SI NPO SL YNP Sediment 
1 GN03 PBSIII_

9 
MSB-
4E2 NAc 

Dockerin Structural element in 
cellulosomes 29 21 2 5 1 0 5 12 12 0 

Cohesin Structural element in 
cellulosomes 24 21 2 0 1 0 4 14 6 0 

Scaffoldin Structural element in 
cellulosomes 46 42 4 0 0 0 8 26 12 0 

CAZymes 

CE1 Acetyl xylan esterase 1 1 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 

CE7 Acetyl xylan esterase 1 0 0 0 1 0 0 1 0 0 

GH10 Endo- 1,4 β-xylanase 1 0 0 0 1 0 0 1 0 0 

GH105 
Unsaturated 

rhamnogalacturonyl 
hydrolase 

19 17 2 0 0 0 4 10 5 0 

GH124 Endoglucanase 22 17 2 3 0 0 4 10 8 0 

GH127 β-L-arabinofuranosidase 19 17 2 0 0 0 4 10 5 0 

GH76 α-1, 6-mannanase 19 17 2 0 0 0 4 10 5 0 

GH9 Endoglucanase  19 17 2 0 0 0 4 10 5 0 

CBM37 
Carbohydrate binding 

Module with broad binding 
specificity  

4 4 0 0 0 0 0 3 1 0 

Non-CAZymes 

Lipase Lipid-degrading enzyme 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 

Phytase 
hysrolizing P-containing 

compounds in grains and oil 
seeds 

1 1 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 

a A complete list of contigs harboring these genes/domains is presented in table S3. 
b SI= Saanich inlet, NPO=North Pacific Ocean, SL: Sakinaw lake, YNP: Yellowstone 
National Park. 
c Unassigned to any of the four major “Latescibacteria” lineages. 
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Table 3-4. List of peptidases potentially encoded by “Latescibacteria” pangenomes.  1	
	 2	

Class Total 

Habitat Phylogenetic Affiliation 

F M T B Sediment_1 PBSIII_9 GN03 MSB-
4E2 NAb 

1. Aspartic (A) Peptidases 
A24A 8 2 7 0 1 0 0 0 2 8 

2.Cysteine (C) Peptidases 
C01A 2 2 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 1 
C26 53 10 32 8 3 6 32 9 5 1 
C40 3 0 3 0 0 0 2 0 1 0 
C44 14 5 7 2 0 0 4 2 4 4 

3.Metallo (M) Peptidases 
M01 25 2 23 0 0 0 12 5 8 0 

M03A 6 1 3 2 0 0 5 0 1 0 
M03B 3 1 1 1 0 0 3 0 0 0 
M10B 2 0 1 1 0 0 1 0 1 0 
M12B 1 0 1 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 
M14A 5 3 0 1 1 2 1 1 1 0 
M14B 1 1 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 
M15B 2 0 0 0 2 0 0 2 0 0 
M16B 25 7 6 11 1 2 17 1 4 1 
M17 11 0 11 0 0 0 5 5 1 0 
M18 2 1 1 0 0 0 0 1 1 0 
M19 3 0 2 0 1 1 2 0 0 0 

M20A 2 1 1 0 0 0 2 0 0 0 
M20B 4 0 1 3 0 0 1 0 0 3 
M20C 2 1 0 0 1 0 1 0 0 1 
M20D 11 5 4 1 1 0 7 2 1 1 
M23B 86 14 62 4 6 12 25 12 26 11 
M24A 48 8 24 13 3 3 26 8 8 3 
M24B 12 5 7 0 0 0 6 2 2 2 
M28A 5 0 0 4 1 0 0 0 3 2 
M28D 8 0 6 2 0 0 4 0 3 1 
M28E 2 2 0 0 0 0 2 0 0 0 
M38 15 8 2 3 2 0 5 6 1 3 
M41 28 0 27 0 1 0 13 4 3 8 

M48B 25 7 2 15 1 8 1 1 8 7 
M50 14 7 3 4 0 2 5 1 1 5 
M79 10 1 0 9 0 0 9 0 1 0 

4.Serine (S) Peptidases 
S01C 67 13 46 2 6 1 30 10 17 9 
S08A 11 5 1 3 2 2 1 4 3 1 
S09 20 2 8 9 1 0 0 0 4 16 
S11 3 0 1 1 1 2 1 0 0 0 
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S12 7 1 6 0 0 0 4 1 1 1 
S13 5 1 0 0 4 0 2 2 1 0 
S14 19 7 4 2 6 3 4 6 4 2 
S16 20 10 4 2 4 0 4 5 6 5 
S33 12 3 7 1 1 1 4 3 3 1 

S41A 19 8 7 0 4 1 10 1 7 0 
S49 9 3 1 4 1 1 5 1 2 0 

5.Peptidases of Unknown Catalytic Type 

U32 3 0 0 3 0 0 3 0 0 0 
a  F: freshwater, M: marine, T: terrestrial, B: bioremediation 3	
b Unassigned to any of the four major “Latescibacteria” lineages. 4	
 5	
 6	
  7	
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	 Latescibacteria 
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Figure 3-1: Phylogenetic affiliation of the “Latescibacteria” and clades within to other 11	

bacterial phyla based on the sequences of the 16S rRNA gene. The tree was obtained using 12	

both Neighbor-Joining and maximum likelihood approaches with 157 sequences as the 13	

outgroup. The topology of both NJ and ML trees overlapped and bootstrap values (from 100 14	

replicates) obtained are shown between parentheses (NJ/ ML) for nodes with more than 50% 15	

bootstrap support as. The analysis involved 164 nucleotide sequences. All ambiguous 16	

positions were removed for each sequence pair. There were a total of 1837 positions in the 17	

final dataset. Evolutionary analyses were conducted in MEGA7. 18	

 19	
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Figure 3-2. (A) Community structure of the “Latescibacteria” sequences identified in 45	

amplicon-generated near full-lengths (F_L), and high throughput (H_T) 16S rRNA gene 46	

datasets from marine, freshwater, terrestrial, and bioremediation habitats. (B) Sub-habitats 47	

level classification of “Latescibacteria” 16S rRNA gene sequences from marine (top), 48	

freshwater (middle), and terrestrial (bottom) habitats in high throughput datasets. The 49	

relatively limited number (1167 sequences) of near full-length sequences precluded 50	

conducting a similar analysis. (C) PCA biplot of the “Latescibacteria” community structure in 51	

different habitats. The plot was generated using the relative abundances of “Latescibacteria” 52	

orders in high throughput generated 16S rRNA datasets as an input. Top and right axes are 53	

the axis scores for the samples (no units). Bottom and left axes are the loadings of the 54	

variables (PC1 and PC2). The first two most important components are plotted. Sub-habitats 55	

are shown for marine (�), freshwater (�), terrestrial (¿), and bioremediation (¾) habitats.  56	

 57	
  58	
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 59	

 60	
 61	
Figure 3-3. Order level classification of the different “Latescibacteria” pangenomes 62	

identified in metagenomic datasets analyzed. Circles are drawn to scale with 1 Mb shown in 63	

the legend.  64	

 65	

  66	
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 67	

 68	
 69	

Figure 3-4. CAZyme family classification in “Latescibacteria” pangenomes based on habitat 70	

type (A), and order level classification (B). 71	

 72	
 73	
  74	
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 75	

 76	
Figure 3-5. Relative density (number per 1 Mb) of CAZymes (GHs and PLs) targeting 77	

specific polysaccharides (A), and PCA biplot (B) depicting polysaccharide degradation 78	

patterns in “Latescibacteria” order pangenomes. Column symbols in panel A are black: 79	

Sediment 1, white: PBSIII_9, Grey: GN03, dotted: MSB-4E2, and horizontal stripes: other 80	

lineages. Relative density (number per 1 Mb) of CAZymes (GHs and PLs) targeting specific 81	

polysaccharides (C), and PCA biplot (D) depicting polysaccharide degradation patterns in 82	

“Latescibacteria” habitat pangenomes. Column symbols in panel C are black: Freshwater, 83	

white: marine, grey: terrestrial, and dotted:bioremediation. Top and right axes in the PCA 84	

plot (panel D) are the axis scores for the samples (no units). Bottom and left axes are the 85	

loadings of the variables (PC1 and PC2). The first two most important components are 86	

plotted.  87	
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 90	
 91	
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Figure 3-6. (A) Distance dendogram depicting the phylogenetic relationship between 93	

dockerin I domains (PF00404) extracted from “Latescibacteria” genes and those obtained 94	

from model cellulosome-harboring organisms. The tree was constructed using distance 95	

neighbor joining (NJ) approach with Jukes-Cantor corrections. Sequence names reflect their 96	

order level affiliation and study site. Domains extracted from genes in marine datasets are 97	

shaded in blue while those extracted from freshwater datasets are shaded in green. The tree is 98	

bootstrapped based on 100 replications, the bootstrap values are shown as squares for the 99	

clades with > 50% bootstrap support, where the square size is proportional to the bootstrap 100	

score. (B) Multiple sequence alignment of freshwater and marine “Latescibacteria” type I 101	

Dockerin domains (shown in A) to those of model Gram-positive cellulosome-producing 102	

organisms. Beige-shaded areas are predicted alpha helix domains while blue-shaded areas 103	

correspond to F hands. The sequences were aligned with an estimated TM-score 0.84±0.08. 104	

(C) 3D structure prediction of the “Latescibacteria” docekrin type I domain sequence (top) 105	

compared to the structure of docekrin type I domain of Ruminiclostridium thermocellum 106	

using I-TASSER three-dimensional model (bottom). The “Latescibacteria” domain was 107	

modeled with a confidence score of 0.95. 108	

  109	
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Figure 3-7. Metabolic reconstruction of the “Latescibacteria” pangenome. (A) Extracellular 117	

polymer degradation, and monomer import. Different cell compartments are labeled 118	

(extracellular, outer membrane (OM), periplasm, and cytoplasmic membrane (IM)). The 119	

shading of the polymer rectangles correspond to the different “Latescibacteria” orders whose 120	

pangenomes suggest the polymer degradation capability, with color coding as follows; red: 121	

PBSIII_9; blue: GN03; green: sediment_1; and yellow: MSB-4E2. Transporters are color 122	

coded as follows; Secondary transporters, grey; Phosphotransferase system (PTS), blue; ABC 123	

transporter, red. (B) Central metabolic pathways. Substrates are shaded in red, fermentation 124	

end products are shaded in blue, and EMP intermediates are shaded in yellow. Components 125	

of the ETS are shown in the membrane. For complex IV, Cbb3 type cytochrome C oxidase 126	

was identified in both freshwater and marine “Latescibacteria” in contigs affiliated with order 127	

PBSIII_9, while Caa3 type cyctochrome C oxidase was identified solely in marine 128	

“Latescibacteria” contigs affiliated with orders GN03 and PBSIII_9. Abbreviations are as 129	

follows: FA, fatty acids; PolyNAG, Poly-N-acetylgalactosamine; AGal, arabinogalactan; 130	

Carr, carrageenan; Porph, porphyran; Fuc, fucose; Rha, rhamnose; GalA, galcturonate; GluA, 131	

glucuronate; ManA, mannuronate; NAGalN, N-acetyl galactosamine; NAGluN, N-acetyl 132	

glucosamine; Gal, galactose; Glu, glucose; Man, mannose; Xyl, xylose; Ara, arabinose; 133	

BCAA, branched chain amino acids; KDG, 2-dehydro-3-deoxy-D-gluconate; DHAP, 134	

dihydroxyacetone-phosphate; G3P, glyceraldehyde-3-phosphate; Q, quinone. 135	
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Discussion 136	
	 137	
Here, we present a detailed analysis of the global distribution patterns and putative 138	

metabolic capabilities of the candidate phylum “Latescibacteria” by analyzing publicly 139	

available near full-length and high throughput 16S rRNA sequences in public datasets, as 140	

well as recovering and analyzing “Latescibacteria” genomic fragments from a wide range 141	

of habitats using a fragment recruitment approach. Our results highlight: 1. The global 142	

distribution of the “Latescibacteria” in a wide range of ecosystems and the preference of 143	

specific “Latescibacteria” orders to specific habitats, e.g. Sediment_1 in terrestrial, 144	

PBSIII_9 in groundwater and temperate freshwater, and GN03 in pelagic marine, saline- 145	

hypersaline, and wastewater habitats (Fig. 1, Table 1), 2. The prevalence of polymer 146	

(polysaccharides, proteins, glycoproteins, lipids and fatty acids) degradation abilities 147	

within all “Latescibacteria” orders, with higher densities and specific abilities observed in 148	

specific orders, e.g. higher densities of GHs and PLs in order PBSIII_9, alginate 149	

degradation capability confined to order PBSIII_9 in soil, and agar, porphyran, and 150	

carrageenan degradation capability confined to aquatic (freshwater and marine) habitats 151	

(Figs. 3, 4, 6, S3, S4, and Tables 4, S6), 3. The occurrence of all genes/domains necessary 152	

for the production of cellulosome within three “Latescibacteria” orders (GN03, PBSIII_9, 153	

and MSB-4E2) in datasets recovered from four different anaerobic locations (Fig. 5, S5, 154	

Table 3, S7), and 4. The identification of the components of an aerobic respiratory chain, 155	

as well as occurrence of multiple O2 dependent metabolic reactions in “Latescibacteria” 156	

orders GN03 and PBSIII_9 recovered from oxygenated habitats, suggesting the 157	

occurrence of both respiratory and fermentative modes of metabolisms within the 158	

“Latescibacteria” (Fig. 6, Table S9).  159	
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In spite of their ubiquitous distribution”, members of the “Latescibacteria are 160	

invariably present in low abundance in all examined habitats (Table 1). Direct recovery 161	

of complete/near complete genomes of low abundance organisms using genome-resolved 162	

metagenomics approaches could be challenging, due to the relatively low representation 163	

level of target lineage(s) in assembled datasets. As well, individual reads and read 164	

coverage statistics, a necessary input in many genomic assembly programs, are often 165	

unavailable in public databases. Finally the processing power required for assembling 166	

genomes from thousands of datasets renders the utilization of such an approach in 167	

database mining studies a computationally daunting task.  168	

Therefore, to recover genomic fragments belonging to the relatively low 169	

abundance (Table 1) phylum “Latescibacteria” from a large number of metagenomic 170	

datasets, we opted to utilize a fragment recruitment approach that maps pre-assembled 171	

metagenomes to the available “Latescibacteria” single amplified genomes (SAGs) (1, 172	

67). This fragment recruitment approach hence allows for the screening of thousands of 173	

datasets for a target lineage within a reasonable time and computational capacity, and has 174	

been previously conducted to identify genomic fragments belonging to a wide range of 175	

yet-uncultured bacterial and archaeal phyla in available metagenomics datasets (1). We 176	

opted for conservative recruitment (first hit with an e-value of 1e-10 and a preset minimum 177	

25% or 2.5 Kbp overlap), and strict quality control criteria (housekeeping gene extraction 178	

and phylogenetic analysis, as well as alignment comparisons for a selected number of 179	

large contigs, Table S5) to guard against false assignment of contigs to the 180	

“Latescibacteria”. Indeed, our benchmarking efforts on mock microbial communities 181	

yielded only very few (<1%) non-target sequences (Table S2), demonstrating that high 182	
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specificity of the pipeline. Further, benchmarking efforts (Table S2) demonstrated that 183	

the sensitivity of the process is dependent on the size of the fragment as well as the level 184	

of relatedness between target and reference sequences. Therefore, it is likely that such 185	

strict recruitment criteria could have hindered the identification process, and it is entirely 186	

plausible that some “Latescibacteria” fragments within the analyzed datasets have 187	

escaped detection. As such, the presented data should not be regarded as exhaustive and 188	

comprehensive metabolic capacities of the “Latescibacteria”, and additional genomic and 189	

metabolic insights could yet be gained in future studies. 190	

Prior analysis of  “Latescibacteria” single cell genomes belonging to family 191	

PBSIII_9_1 in order PBSIII_9 demonstrated their ability to metabolize pectin, ulvan, 192	

fucan, alginate and hydroxyproline rich polymers (16). The current study confirmed such 193	

abilities, and further expanded the “Latescibacteria” degradation capacities to include 194	

additional polysaccharides prevalent in cell walls of plants (cellulose, mannan, xylan, and 195	

xylofucan), bacteria (peptidoglycan), fungi/crustaceans (chitin), and various eukaryotic 196	

algae (porphyran, agar, carrageenan, and poly N-acetyl-galactosamine) (Fig. 3, 4, 6, S3, 197	

S4, Table 4, S8). Collectively, such broad polymer degradation portfolio suggests a 198	

global saprophytic strategy, where members of the “Latescibacteria” are involved in 199	

metabolizing dead cells and cell lysates of prokaryotes and eukaryotic lineages for carbon 200	

acquisition and energy conservation. This hypothesis is bolstered by the observation that 201	

the “Latescibacteria” are capable of degrading a wide range of intracellular constituents 202	

(e.g. fatty acids, proteins) in addition to polysaccharides (Fig. 6, Table 4, S9). 203	

Perhaps the most unexpected finding in this study is the discovery of genes and 204	

domains suggestive of cellulosomal production in three “Latescibacteria” orders 205	
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(PBSIII_9, GN03, and MSB-4E2) recovered from four different anoxic habitats. This 206	

discovery renders the “Latescibacteria” the first Gram-negative bacterial lineage 207	

potentially capable of producing a cellulosome, and extends the occurrence of such 208	

process beyond the handful of Gram-positive genera Rumnicoccus, Acetivibrio, 209	

Clostridium, and Pseudobacteroides cellulosolvens (68-78) within the class Clostridia, 210	

and the anaerobic gut fungi (Neocallimastigomycota) (54). Dockerin type I modules were 211	

identified within twenty-seven different genes, all of which encode extracellular 212	

CAZymes, phytase, or lipase enzymes (Fig. 5, Table 3). It should be mentioned that in 213	

rare cases (6.18 %, pfam database (79) October 2016), dockerin I domains (pfam 214	

PF00404) were observed in genes derived from non-cellulosomal- producing organisms. 215	

However, in all these instances, the dockerin I domain was invariably attached to a non- 216	

CAZyme/non-polymer degrading genes (80), contrary to what was observed in the 217	

current study, as well as in all cellulosome-producing organisms (Table 3, S7).  218	

Dockerin I domains in cellulosomes bind to cohesin domains that are present as 219	

part of a large scaffoldin protein (81). We identified 46 cohesin-containing scaffoldin 220	

protein-coding genes, all of which co-occurred in the same datasets with dockerin 1 221	

domains, and were often co-located on the same contig (Table S7). In addition to cohesin 222	

I modules, scaffoldin proteins in cellulosome-producing organisms often contain 223	

additional domains such as CBM37, X domain of yet-unknown function, and dockerin II 224	

model for docking the entire cellulosomal structure onto the cell wall. “Latescibacteria” 225	

scaffoldin genes identified contained, in addition to cohesin I modules, multiple CBM37 226	

domains (Table S7). However, we failed to identify X modules, or dockerin II modules in 227	

these genes. While puzzling, this could be a reflection of utilization of an alternative, 228	
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hitherto unknown strategy for cellulosomal attachment to cell wall, given the predicted 229	

Gram negative diderm cell wall of the “Latescibacteria” (16), as opposed to the relatively 230	

simpler Gram positive monoderm cell wall in other cellulosome-producing bacteria.  231	

In conclusion, our work describes the global ecological distribution patterns of the 232	

“Latescibacteria”, and provides a pangenomic view of this yet-uncultured phylum. We 233	

suggest that similar phylocentric pangenomic surveys targeting uncultured lineages could 234	

be extremely beneficial for understanding the global ecological distribution and pan- 235	

metabolic abilities of such lineages; and could provide broader and complimentary 236	

insights to those gained from single cell genomic and/or metagenomics-enabled genome 237	

recovery efforts focusing on a single sampling site. 238	
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Conclusion 
	

In this dissertation, I employed a wide range of sequence analysis approaches to 

study the distribution patterns, metabolic capabilities and ecological roles of two 

candidate phyla: The "Aminicinantes" and the "Latescibacteria". Overall, our analyses 

revealed the ubiquitous nature and delineated the distinct distribution patterns of 

members of these phyla along different habitats. The occurrence of a wide range of 

"Aminicinantes" and "Latescibacteria" inter-phylum in examined datasets underscore the 

importance of global diversity survey, rather than single habitat based studies, to 

accurately describe the ecology and metabolism of a target microbial lineage.  

While multiple prior studies have utilized publicly available 16S rRNA gene datasets to 

explore the phylogenetic  diversities of a specific lineage, these surveys have been mainly 

conducted for phyla with cultured representatives (e.g. Proteobacteria, Spain ISME 

2007). Our work exploring the phylogenetic diversity of members of the "Aminicinantes" 

(chapter 2) using publicly available 16A rRNA gene data represents one of the few 

available studies conducting such approach on a yet-uncultured lineage. Therefore, we 

emphasize the value of phylogenetic surveys for understanding the global ecological 

distribution and panmetabolic abilities of yet-uncultured microbial lineages.  

Similarly, the work on utilizing fragment-recruitment to explore the global 

functional diversity of the "Latescibacteria" pangenome (Chapter 2) represents one of the 

very few studies utilizing fragment recruitment for targeting a yet-uncultured microbial 

phylum. This approach allowed for access to "Latescibacteria" genomic fragments from a 
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wide range of habitats, thus providing a global view of the metabolic abilities of this 

phylum. The results suggest a highly diverse phylum, and adds to our knowledge 

regarding the metabolic capability of this phylum, specifically, the wide range of 

polysaccharides that could be metabolized by the "Latescibacteria", the occurrence of a 

cellulosome in this gram negative lineage, and the ability to conduct respiratory in 

addition to fermentative metabolism. 

 Finally, the work on analyzing single cell genomes (Chapter 3) has focused on a 

few near complete genome assemblies from a single habitat. This myopic view does not 

provide the global perspective gained from metagenomics fragment recruitment. 

However, when analysis of near complete genomes are coupled with geochemical data 

and ecological measurments, valuable insights could be gained towards understanding the 

role of a specific lineage in a specific habitat. In this case, coupling “Latescibacteria” 

genomic analysis with liminlogical data from Sakinaw lake have allowed us to propose a 

role for the “Latescibacteria” in the degradation of algal cell wall detritus in the lake’s 

hypolimnion. 

 In conclusion, this work has greatly enhanced our understanding of the ecology, 

physiology, and metabolism of two yet-uncultured ubiquitous bacterial phyla. The 

knowledge gained from this effort could be used to design sequence-guided strategy for 

the enrichment and isolation of these enigmatic and elusive bacterial lineages.  
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